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Abstract: This work deals with the analysis of the modied material properties of cellular
tissues. For the experimental study, cell-seeded condensed collagen gel specimens were stimu-
lated mechanically in bioreactors for four weeks. To follow the Young's modulus modication
(remodeling), a compression test was performed every week. A constitutive equation is pro-
posed for the remodeling eect of the cellular tissue, and a remodeling velocity parameter is
identied.
Zusammenfassung: Die vorliegende Arbeit behandelt die Untersuchung der modizierten
Materialeigenschaften von der Zellengeweben. Fur die experimentelle Untersuchung wurden
Proben aus zellbesiedelten verdichteten Kollagengel im Bioreaktor fur vier Wochen stimuliert.
Jede Woche wurde ein Drucktest durchgefuhrt, um die Anderung des Elastizitatsmoduls zu
folgen. Fur die Remodeling der Zellengeweben wird ein Stogesetz vorgeschlagen, und ein
Parameter der Umbaugeschwindigkeit wird identiziert.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Motivation
Articular cartilage problems in the knee joint are common in orthopedic surgery. Injuries,
called lesions, often look like tears or potholes in the surface of the cartilage, Fig. 1.1.
Figure 1.1: Articular cartilage lesion in knee (from [5]).
If an injury is so serious that the cartilage tears all the way through the thickness, e.g. a full-
thickness lesion, surgery is usually recommended. Such an operation is challenging, and many
factors are to be considered in order to achieve appropriate repair and rehabilitation.
One such replacement material is a condensed collagen gel that exhibits similar mechanical
properties to those of native healthy articular cartilage, Fig. 1.2 .
If an acellular condensed collagen gel plug (condensed collagen gel without cells) is im-
planted into the human knee, then chondrocytes (cells) migrate into the plug and proliferate,
which leads to wound healing. The articial cartilage thus becomes integrated into the original
one.
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Figure 1.2: Punching and lling of articular cartilage (from [6]).
A new way to prepare the plug for implantation involves using the patient's chondrocytes (cells).
If the patient is young (20 to 50 years old) and the lesion not so large (less than 4 cm), a few
cells are taken from the healthy side of the patient's knee cartilage and cultivated in a lab-
oratory for several weeks. A cellular condensed collagen gel plug (newly synthesized
cartilage) containing these cells is then implanted into the patient. Then, due to the activity
of the cells, which attach themselves to the surrounding cartilage, the healing process of the
cellular condensed collagen gel becomes faster than that of acellular condensed collagen gel.
In both cases, cells play an important role. We want to understand the material remodeling
eect resulting from the cell activity. With such insight, the replacement material could be
optimized through biomechanical treatment before its implantation.
The aim of the present work is to investigate themodied material properties of the cellular
condensed collagen gel due to the mechanical stimulation in the framework of continuum
mechanics. Especially, the modication of Young's modulus owing to the collagen type II that
are synthesized by cells is the main interest.
For the experimental study, cellular condensed collagen gel specimens are incubated and stim-
ulated mechanically in bioreactors. To follow the Young's modulus modication regarded as
remodeling, a compression test is performed every week. A constitutive equation is proposed
for the remodeling eect, and a remodeling velocity parameter is identied.
2
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1.2 Recent work
Papers on soft tissue
Baaijens et al. [9] reconstituted the hammock-shaped collagen architecture in heart valves and
a helical pattern in arteries under the assumption that the architecture is regulated by me-
chanical stimulation. They developed computational models to predict the mechanoregulation
for the collagen architecture and reviewed the key modeling assumptions and results achieved
until 2010.
Ricken et al. [70] proposed a triphasic model composed of solid, liquid, and nutrition for trans-
versely isotropic saturated tissues. The growth is assumed to be governed by the stress state
and the local proportion of nutrients.
Ricken and Bluhm [68] deal with the development of a multiphase model to describe the growth
and remodeling phenomenon in a biological system focusing on biological optimization mecha-
nisms. A continuum triphasic model (i.e., a solid whose interstitial spaces are lled with water
containing nutrients) based on the multiphase Theory of Porous Media (TPM) is proposed
to provide a thermodynamically consistent description for the growth and remodeling phe-
nomenon. Ricken and Bluhm discuss constitutive modeling of stress-strain- or nutrient-driven
growth and remodeling phenomena postulating the mass exchange of the solid phase with the
nutrient phase as a function of the total Kirchho solid stresses, the solid Jacobian (the third
invariant of right Cauchy-Green tensor related to solid), and the nutrient content.
Loret and Sim~oes [53] assumed an internal entropy production to be quadratic in terms of the
dissipation variables in order to derive a growth rate law driven by stress within the frame of
a single solid in a system that is open to changes in mass only. The growth rate law is based
on the concept of a convex homeostatic surface in stress space. The dissipation inequality is
used as the central tool motivating the rate laws for the growth transformation and for the
structural variables that dene an evolving homeostatic surface. The adaptation of the tissue
due to loads corresponding to non-homeostatic states is explained as a reason for nite growth.
Menzel and Waenschmidt [56] studied growth and remodeling reecting the alignment of
3
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brous soft biological tissue with respect to representative loading directions and used a con-
tinuum approach within a sound micro-mechanically motivated formulation. A worm-like chain
model was used to describe the behavior of long-chain molecules such as those found in col-
lagenous tissues. With the aid of a microsphere formulation, a one-dimensional constitutive
equation was extended to the three-dimensional macroscopic level. With unit vectors consid-
ered for the numerical integration over the domain of the unit sphere, the anisotropic material
properties were analyzed.
A constitutive model for predicting the time-dependent response of growing aneurysms during
their early development was proposed by Vena et al. [82] with particular attention to cerebral
aneurysms. Two mechanisms, viz., a change in the reference length of collagen bers and a
change in the collagen ber density, are regarded as the main reason for the adaptive pro-
cess. The elastic behavior is extended to the growth regime by means of a suitably developed
constitutive framework based on the multiplicative decomposition of the deformation gradient
into elastic and inelastic components dened for the bers. Rate equations governing the time
evolution of the ber reference length and of the ber density are suggested. As a result it is
concluded that the two mechanisms, the change in ber reference length and the ber density
change, have opposite eects on the stability of the tissue growth. According to Vena et al.
unstable growth is obtained even for a small perturbation of the reference state for cases in
which the mechanism aecting the ber density is not suciently strong. They identied the
constitutive parameters for the passive behavior of cerebral arterial walls by tting experimen-
tal results taken from the literature.
Kroon [45] has investigated the remodeling eect of soft tissues accomplished by ber-producing
cells. He proposed a theoretical model for collagenous tissue and collagen gel assuming that
the soft tissue is hyperelastic and the strain energy function includes a density function. This
function describes the distribution of the collagenous ber orientation and evolves according to
an evolution law, according to which bers reorient towards the direction of maximum Cauchy
stress. The proposed model was able to predict both the resulting collagen distribution and
stress-strain relationships of remodeled collagen gel. Kroon's theory was applied to experi-
ments, where gels were exposed to remodeling under uniaxial and biaxial constraints.
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Kroon and Holzapfel [46] developed a constitutive representation of multiple collagen layers by
taking an anisotropic strain energy function into account.
Bellouquid and Angelis [13] showed how the macroscopic tissue behavior can be described from
the underlying cellular description and that this specic biological state modies the structures
of the models obtained by dierent assumptions using asymptotic analysis. They derived hy-
perbolic models and focused on the existence of global equilibrium solutions.
Mu~noz, Conte, and Miodownik [80] derived a set of equilibrium equations for the stress-
controlled shape change of cells due to the remodeling and growth of their internal architecture.
To separate growth processes from hyperelastic and mass-preserving deformations, they divided
the deformation gradient into active and passive components. The results were applied to a
truss system whose function is similar to the cytoskeletal network.
Dorfmann, Woods, and Trimmer [19] presented experimental data from cyclic loading tests of
an unstimulated muscle with constant maximum stretch and dierent, constant engineering
strain rates, and derived a constitutive model on the basis of the data.
Volokh [84] used a simple phenomenological theory to examine morphogenesis such as surface
pattern emergence during the growth of anisotropic tissues. He showed that constrained growth
can lead to tissue compression resulting in surface buckling.
Ehret and Itskov [21] proposed a thermodynamically consistent dissipative model describing
softening phenomena in anisotropic materials based on a generalized polyconvex anisotropic
strain energy function. Anisotropic softening is considered by the evolution of internal vari-
ables governing the anisotropic properties.
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Papers on articular cartilage
Mak et al. [55] obtained a mathematical solution for the indentation creep and stress-relaxation
behavior of articular cartilage. They modeled articular cartilage as a homogeneous binary mix-
ture of an incompressible, isotropic, linearly elastic solid and an incompressible, inviscid uid.
Mow et al. [59] reviewed previous work in order to unify the understanding of the viscoelas-
tic properties of cartilage in compression. The role of compression-dependent permeability in
controlling interstitial uid ow and its contribution to the observed viscoelastic eects are
discussed. Mow et al. then use the ow-dependent viscoelastic eects to model the compressive
viscoelastic properties of articular cartilage.
Ateshian and Wang [8] showed that interstitial uid plays an important role in the load support
mechanism of articular cartilage, and found that the amount of uid decreases with time if the
applied load is maintained constant. They used the linear biphasic model of Mow et al. [59] to
describe the mechanical response of articular cartilage.
Federico et al. [23] developed a model of elastic properties of articular cartilage based on its
microstructure. Mathematical tools developed for transversely isotropic composite materials
were used to describe articular cartilage whose elastic properties are assumed to be a function
of cartilage depth. Their results demonstrated that the axial elastic modulus decreases from
the deep zone to the articular surface and were in good agreement with experimental ndings.
Wilson et al. [85] proposed that the local stresses and strains in the collagen brils cannot be
reliably determined without taking the local arcade-like collagen-bril structure into account.
They used a poroviscoelastic bril-reinforced FEA model and determined the bril properties
by tting numerical data to experimental results of unconned compression and indentation
tests.
Garca and Cortes [29] proposed a nonlinear biphasic viscohyperelastic model combining the
intrinsic viscous eect of the proteoglycan matrix with a nonlinear hyperelastic constitutive
equation. For uniaxial loading their equation reduces to a solid type viscous model in which
the spring is represented by the hyperelastic function and may be used to represent the me-
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chanical behavior of the proteoglycan matrix in a ber reinforced model of articular cartilage.
Subsequently, they [28] proposed a biphasic viscohyperelastic bril-reinforced model that de-
scribes the intrinsic viscoelasticity of the brillar and nonbrillar components of the solid phase,
the nonlinear tension-compression response, and the nonlinear stress-strain curves under tension
and compression. They showed that the inclusion of viscous eects in the matrix reproduces
experimental data incorporating material properties for the bers consistent with experimental
tensile tests.
Kwan et al. [48] determined the material coecients of human and bovine articular cartilage
under large strain and large load conditions at equilibrium using a nite deformation biphasic
theory based on the choice of a specic Helmholtz free-energy function, which satises the gen-
eral Coleman-Noll condition and the Baker-Erickson (B-E) inequalities.
Holmes and Mow modeled [33] the behavior of the soft porous permeable solid matrix using a
nite deformation biphasic theory including a Helmholtz free-energy function. They deduced
the dependence of the porosity and the solidity on deformation and proposed a generalization
of the exponential strain-dependent functional form for the proposed permeability.
Ehlers and Markert [20] combined a descriptive representation of the linear viscoelasticity law
for the organic solid matrix with an ecient numerical treatment of the strongly coupled solid-
uid problem. They considered deformation-dependent permeability eects as well.
Wu et al. [86] evaluated the commercial nite element software ABAQUS for analysing biphasic
soft tissues. They compared the ABAQUS solution with the analytical solution of Mak et al.
[55] and showed a good agreement.
Spilker et al. [74] accounted for the highly brous nature of the meniscal tissue such as artic-
ular cartilage that exhibits viscoelastic behavior under applied load. They assumed a ber-
reinforced, transversely isotropic solid phase.
Un and Spilker [81] simulated cartilage contact in diarthrodial joints. They derived time-
dependent contact boundary conditions using kinematic, kinetic, and geometric data from ex-
periments. The nonlinearity associated with contact is approximated using a penetration-based
method, thus reducing the nonlinear problem to two linear ones.
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1.3 Procedure
The present work is divided into ve parts.
In Chapter 2, the following aspects of articular cartilage will be explained from a medical view-
point: kinds, structure, mechanical properties, injury, and surgery.
To describe general biological phenomena such as growth or remodeling, the change of mass
should be considered at rst. It inuences not only the mass balance law but also other balance
laws. Therefore, general kinematics and balance laws will be derived in Chapter 3, which
can be applied to any biological or non-biological system with mass change. Especially, multiple
phases is assumed to take mass transition into account (multiphasic open systems). At the
end of the chapter, balance laws of a closed system are derived by regarding a closed system as
a special case of a open system.
In Chapter 4, several kinds of constitutive equations are introduced by classifying them accord-
ing to material behaviors. Section 4.1 deals with the mechanical reactions of soft tissues in a
short time-scale (in minutes), how a soft tissue reacts on external loading.
In a long time-scale (in weeks), mechanical properties of tissue can change and constitutive
equations of such a change are discussed in Section 4.2. At the end of the chapter, a theoretical
model is proposed to predict material behaviors in a short and a long time-scale experiment.
Chapter 5 is dedicated to experiments, which features descriptions of how to produce cell-
seeded soft tissue, how to stimulate the cell-seeded tissue in bioreactors, and how to perform
compression tests to measure the stiness changes of the cellular tissue every week. From every
week compression test of the specimens mechanically stimulated in the bioreactors, the modi-
cation of stiness can be followed.
The associated numerical model and results will be described in Chapter 6.
We close the work with Chapter 7 summarizing the research and discussing some points to be
considered in the future.
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Articular cartilage from a medical
viewpoint
This short introduction mainly follows Fox et al. [24], Mow and Ratclie [60], [3] and [2].
2.1 Kinds of cartilage
Cartilage is a connective tissue composed of specialized cells called chondroblasts that produce
a large amount of extracellular matrix composed of type II collagen (except brocartilage which
also contains type I collagen) bers, an abundant ground substance rich in proteoglycan, and
elastin bers. Chondroblasts that get caught in the matrix are called chondrocytes in cartilage
and osteocytes in bone and lie in spaces called lacunae with up to eight chondrocytes per lacuna.
Cartilage is classied in three types, elastic cartilage, hyaline cartilage, and brocartilage.
Elastic cartilage, also named yellow cartilage, contains elastic ber networks and collagen bers
and is found in the outer ear, larynx (voice box), and epiglottis (the entrance of the larynx).
Fibrocartilage is a mixture of white brous tissue and cartilaginous tissue in various proportions.
The exibility and toughness of brocartilage depend on the brous tissue, while its elasticity
is determined by the cartilaginous tissue. It is present, for example, in vertebral discs of the
spinal cord, the pubic symphysis, bone menisci, and the temporomandibular joint. If cartilage
is damaged, the body will form a scar using brocartilage that is tough, dense, and brous.
The torn part is lled with the brocartilage, which acts as a repair mechanism.
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Articular cartilage, also referred to as hyaline cartilage, is a soft tissue which covers joint surfaces
of bones and thus allows them to glide over one another with little friction. The human body
contains this kind of cartilage in many areas, e.g., nger, elbow, foot, knee, spine, and rib cage.
Like a cushion, cartilage distributes the load over the surface of joints. It serves also as a shock
absorber. Since cartilage is mainly composed of water and collagen, shock can be absorbed by
the uid in the tissue. Proper function is enabled by the arrangement of internal components
and composition.
2.2 Structure of articular cartilage
Diarthrodial joints allow free motion and are held together by a joint capsule, such as in the
temporomandibular joint, knee, and shoulder. Articular cartilage can be mostly found in the
joints and forms the growth plate by which long bones grow.
Figure 2.1: Structure of diarthrodial knee joint at dierent scales I (from [60]).
In Fig. 2.1, the structure of a diarthrodial knee joint at dierent scales is shown.
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The rst diagram is at the macroscopic level (between 0:5 cm and 15 cm), and depicts how the
femur and tibia move when subjected to a bodyweight load. The top left picture in Fig. 2.1
and A of Fig. 2.2 show the composition of a diarthrodial joint, which consists of bone, articular
cartilage, ligaments, tendons, muscle, and the joint capsule.
The articular cartilage in a diarthrodial joint is pictured at the next scale (between 10 4 m and
10 2 m) at the top right of Fig. 2.1 which depicts the bearing surface of the joint, where the
articular cartilage may look like a homogeneous solid layer.
Figure 2.2: Structure of diarthrodial joint at dierent scales II (from [62]).
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Zooming in to between 0:1 m and 100 m (Fig. 2.1 bottom right and B of Fig. 2.2) microstruc-
tures such as the chondrocytes (cells that make cartilage matrix) and the organization of the
collagen type II brils can be seen.
At the ultrastructural level (between 0:01 m and 1 m), the individual collagen brils and the
proteoglycan matrix can be seen (bottom middle gure of Fig. 2.1 and D of Fig. 2.2).
The interior structure of the collagen and proteoglycan appear at the nanostructural scale (bot-
tom left gure of Fig. 2.1 and E of Fig. 2.2); this is not of our interest in the present work.
The structure at the micro scale (between 0:1 m and 100 m) can be divided into four zones:
1. the supercial, tangential zone (10  20 % of the cartilage thickness),
2. the middle zone, (40  60 % of the cartilage thickness),
3. the deep zone, (30  40 % of the cartilage thickness), and
4. the calcied cartilage zone under which subchondral bone lies.
Figure 2.3: Structure of articular cartilage I (from [24]).
Depending on the zone, the organization of collagen as well as amounts of proteoglycans (an
important component of the extracellular matrix) are dierent. A schematic of these zones is
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illustrated in Fig. 2.3. A of Fig. 2.3 illustrates the distribution of chondrocytes (cells) depend-
ing on depth, and B shows the orientation and density of collagen bers.
Figure 2.4: Structure of articular cartilage II (from [24]).
The supercial tangential zone contains the highest collagen content (ca. 85 % by dry weight),
and the direction of collagen brils is parallel to the joint surface. From a mechanical point of
view, this zone may resist shear stresses. Moving closer to the tide mark above the subchondral
bone, the amount of collagen decreases.
In this study the model is investigated at the scale of the tissue (between 10 1 mm and 10 mm,
as top right picture of Fig. 2.1). However, the synthesis of collagen type II brils is a microscopic
phenomenon, as chondrocytes synthesize a bundle of collagen type II that is about 100 m.
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2.3 Mechanical properties of articular cartilage
Articular cartilage is composed of two major phases
• a uid phase containing water (68  85 %) and electrolytes, and
• a solid phase containing collagen type II (10  20 %), proteoglycans (5  10 %), glyco-
proteins, and chondrocytes that produce cartilage matrix.
Thus, the three major components of articular cartilage are essentially water, collagen type II,
and proteoglycans, where mutual action decides its mechanical behavior. Changes in the rela-
tive amounts of these components due to, e.g., disease or remodeling will change the mechanical
properties of cartilage. In the present work, the change of stiness due to the synthesis
of collagen type II is the main interest and addressed in Sec. 5.2.2.
Of the three major components, water is the dominant. Approximately 30 % of the total water
exists within the intrabrillar space of collagen. The swelling pressure due to the xed charge
density (FCD) of the proteoglycans determines the collagen bril diameter and the amount of
water within the collagen. The proteoglycans are constrained within the collagen matrix. If an
articular cartilage is compressed, uid is partially squeezed out of the cartilage, which leads to
drag forces between the uid and solid matrix. The forces increase in proportion to increasing
compression and it becomes more and more dicult to exude water. Such a phenomenon will
be explained in the present work with a concept of diusion in Section 4.3.4.
While the saturated constituents possess compressional strength, the collagen type II ber has
the tensile strength like the steel of reinforced concrete. Proteoglycan, the third major com-
ponent, is a large biomolecule consisting of a protein core with glycosaminoglycan side chains.
This molecule normally occupies a large space when not compacted by a collagen network.
The compaction of the proteoglycans aects swelling pressure as well as uid motion under
compression. The role of proteoglycan is not considered herein.
2.4 Injury of articular cartilage
Traumatic mechanical destruction, direct blows, or progressive mechanical degeneration (wear
and tear) results in articular cartilage injuries. Depending on the extent of the damage and
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the location of the injury, it is sometimes possible for the articular cartilage cells to heal. Since
articular cartilage is not supplied with blood directly, it cannot repair itself. If the injury pen-
etrates the bone beneath the cartilage, the underlying bone provides some blood to the area,
improving the chance of healing.
Articular cartilage fragments separated from the underlying bone may oat in the joint and
interfere with normal joint motion. The initial damage begins with cartilage softening then pro-
gresses to fragmentation. As the loss of the articular cartilage lining continues, the underlying
bone has no protection from the normal wear and tear induced from daily motion and begins to
break down, leading to osteoarthritis (OA). Osteoarthritis known as degenerative joint disease
is characterized by three processes:
• In the early stages of disease, the surface of the cartilage becomes inamed and swollen.
The joint loses proteoglycan molecules and other tissues, and then begins to lose water.
Fissures and pits appear in the cartilage.
• As the disease progresses and more tissue is lost, the cartilage starts harden. As a result,
it becomes increasingly prone to damage from repetitive use and injury.
• Eventually, large amounts of cartilage are destroyed, leaving the ends of the bone within
the joint unprotected. Bone damage follows.
Figure 2.5: Evolution of Osteoarthritis (from [1]).
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2.5 Reparative surgery of articular cartilage
The type of surgical treatment to repair damaged articular cartilage depends upon numerous
factors including patient age, the size and location of the lesion, and prior surgical treatments.
For small lesions, Fig. 2.6, there are two methods.
The rst and common practice, chondroplasty, occurs when the surgeon arthroscopically re-
shapes or smoothes the shredded or frayed articular cartilage, Fig. 2.6 (a). It is a simple
surgical technique whereby the brillated (ragged) and damaged joint surface is cut, scraped,
lasered or burred away in the hope that the healthy joint surface will heal over the defect.
The second and slightly more involved procedure is microfracture, where the surgeon creates
several small holes in the lesion to stimulate new cartilage growth, 2.6 (b).
(a) Chondroplasty (b) Microfracture
Figure 2.6: Surgeries for small cartilage lesions (from [4]).
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In the case of large lesions (Fig. 2.7), open surgical procedures are considered, including:
• Osteochondral Autograft Resurfacing : Cartilage plugs are taken from other locations in
the patient's knee and used to ll in the void at the site of injury.
• Osteochondral Allograft Resurfacing : Cartilage plugs are taken from a donor cadaver knee
and are used to ll in the void at the site of injury.
• Autologous Chondrocyte Implantation: This is a two-stage procedure. In the rst stage,
arthroscopic surgery is performed to evaluate the chondral lesion and obtain a sample of
the patient's normal articular cartilage. This sample is then sent to a laboratory where
millions of cartilage cells are grown outside the body in a tissue culture over a 3-6 week
period. These cells can then be implanted into the injury site during the second procedure.
(a) Removal of a small piece of cartilage (b) Injection of cells into defect area
Figure 2.7: Autologous chondrocyte implantation for large lesions (from [4]).
This case is interesting to us, as cell activity causes remodeling of the replacement material.
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Chapter 3
Kinematics and balance laws for a
general biological system
To describe biological phenomena such as growth or remodeling, the change of mass should be
considered at rst. The newly added mass causes additional momentum, moment of momen-
tum, energy and entropy into the system and thus, all the balance laws should be derived on
the basis of the mass balance.
Monophasic model
Kuhl and Steinmann [47] explained the inuence of enhanced mass balance on the other balance
equations with introducing volume-specic and mass-specic formats. According to their pre-
sentation, the mass-specic format is free from all explicit mass-dependent terms (open-system
contributions) and balance equations in the format resembles those of closed-system (classical
balance equations).
Lubarda and Hoger [54] presented a general constitutive theory of stress-modulated growth of
biomaterials. They derived balance equations with consideration of mass source.
Epstein and Maugin [22] proposed a theory of material growth regarding growth as a local
rearrangement of material inhomogeneities. Mass ux is introduced in addition to mass source
in the mass balance law. In their theory all irreversible sources are lumped in extra terms and
the reversible case can be identied by vanishing of the extra input.
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Multiphasic model
Cowin and Hegedus [16] developed a model for bone remodeling by regarding it as a continual
process of growth, reinforcement and resorption involving. They introduced a mass source in
order to describe biological growth and modied the transport theorem and balance equations.
They suggested that the mass source is a function of deformation gradient and a volume frac-
tion of matrix material in an unstrained reference state in isothermal process.
Ricken et al. [69] proposed a triphasic model for transversely isotropic saturated biological tis-
sues including growth. They assumed that growth is determined by stress and local proportion
of nutrients. Thereby, nutrients are responsible for mass exchange. They assumed that mass
sources arise from inter-conversion.
Garikipati et al. [30] formulated balance equations taking mass transport into consideration
for treatment of growth in biological tissue. Particularly they include multiphasic materials
incorporating internal interactions between species such as interaction forces and inter-species
energy transfers.
This chapter is devoted to the derivation of kinematic relations and balance laws on the basis of
mass change that are applicable to any biological or nonbiological system consisting of several
species. The development mainly follows the paper by Garikipati et al. [30] and extends the
theory with the following points.
• Solid ux and uid source are introduced in the present work, while Garikipati et al. did
not consider these.
• The solid ux is assumed to be very slow in comparison with other uxes.
• Entropy transfer between the species is introduced in the present work.
• In the present work a closed system is regarded as a special case of a open system and
the reduction from an open system to a closed one is shown.
The interaction forces between species in their work [30] are ignored in the present work.
Such forces will be required, for example, in case of electromagnetic elds but are regarded as
unnecessary in biological systems.
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3.1 Kinematics of growth
We assume that the tissue of interest B occupying an open region 
0  R3 in the reference
conguration (at time t = 0) is composed of several kinds of species symbolized by superscript
i. Material points of the body can be described with a position vector X.
Usually, soft tissues present residual stress that can be released when the tissue is excised:
(t = 0)
def
= 0 = res 6= 0 in 
0 : (3.1.1)
Such a phenomenon can be observed by cutting an artery, Ogden [64]. If a short length of
artery is cut radially, it springs open due to its residual stress. In this case, the residual stress
is tensile stress in circumferential direction.
In order to explain the phenomenon of the residual stress, let us conceive an imaginary state

org. This is an undeformed state under stress-free condition and cannot be observed in reality,
Taber [79] and Ogden [64]. Let dmiorg and 
i
org(X) denote dierential of mass and mass density
of a species i in 
org, respectively. Due to mass transport, the dierential of mass becomes dm
i
0
and its density becomes i0(X; t) in 
0. If the mass density does not change (
i
org = 
i
0), the
mass change means the volume change, Fig. 3.1
dmiorg ! dmi0 =) dV iorg ! dV i0 : (3.1.2)
X
incompatible due to
growth deformation
Xorg

org; dm
i
org
Fgi
(Imaginary state)
~Fei
no deformation
in stress-free state
F = Fi = ~FeiFgi
compatible under residual stress

0; dm
i
0
Figure 3.1: Kinematics of growing body and residual stress.
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In the case of mass inux (dmiorg < dm
i
0), the species becomes lager volumetrically (dV
i
org < dV
i
0 )
and smaller (dV iorg > dV
i
0 ) for eux (dm
i
org > dm
i
0). Figure 3.2 illustrates two dierent cases
of the residual stress. The mass of material 1 m1 changes whereas the mass of material 2 does
not change.

org 
0
m1org
(m2org = m
2
0)
m2org
m1org < m
1
0;
in swollen state
m1org > m
1
0;
in contracted state
Comprssive redidual stress
Tensile redidual stress
Imaginary
stress free state
Figure 3.2: Dierent residual stresses.
With the assumption that the volumetric growth is isotropic, we can dene the growth defor-
mation gradient for each species:
Fgi = Fgiiso
def
=
dV i0
dV iorg
I =
dmi0
dmiorg
I = #giisoI ; (3.1.3a)
where I is the second-order identity tensor and the ratio #g is the isotropic stretch ratio due to
volumetric growth [54].
If the growth is transversely isotropic, the following growth deformation gradient can be
applied
Fgi = Fgitr
def
= #gitrI+ (
gi
tr   #gitr)n0 
 n0 ; (3.1.3b)
where the unit vector n0 species the ber direction in reference conguration. 
g
tr and #
g
tr are
the stretch ratio in the ber direction and in any orthogonal direction to it, respectively.
For orthotropic growth, we propose the following expression
Fgi = Fgiorth
def
= #giorthI+ (
gi
orth   #giorth)n0 
 n0 + (giorth   #giorth)m0 
m0 ; (3.1.3c)
where the unit vectors n0, m0 and n0 m0 specify the principal axes of orthotropy. giorth and
giorth are the stretch ratios in the direction of n0 and m0, respectively. And #
gi
orth is the stretch
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ratio in the direction of n0 m0.
This growth deformation gradient is analogous to the plastic deformation gradient and varies
pointwise. It may cause incompatibility in adjacent neighborhoods. Therefore, the tissue B
may be no longer geometrically compatible after growth of species i Fgi. For the compatibility
condition, an elastic deformation ~Fei should be introduced which causes an internal stress. This
is the residual stress and is dierent for each species, as each species has its own growth, Fig.
3.1.
F = Fi = ~FeiFgi : (3.1.4)

t; dm
i
t
i
x
n mi

0; dm
i
0
 i
X
N M i
Current configuration at time tReference configuration at time t = 0
'
deformation
g gT t
Figure 3.3: Continuum tissue with source, ux and under stress.
If external loads, such as the surface traction T or the body force g, are applied to the body
(with mass source  i and mass ux M i) and the deformation due to the loads F` is common
to all species, Fig. 3.3, the total deformation gradient is
F = F`Fi = F` ~FeiFgi : (3.1.5)
If the deformation due to the external loading is elastic, F` ~Fei denotes the total elastic defor-
mation gradient of species i:
F` ~Fei
def
= Fei ) F = FeiFgi : (3.1.6)
In the current conguration (t > 0), the tissue body B occupies the new open region 
t

t = '(
0); 
t  R3 ; (3.1.7)
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which is a point-to-point mapping from 
0 to 
t.
The new position of the material points can be described with a new vector
x = '(X; t) : (3.1.8)
The mapping of ' is the deformation gradient of the tissue F:
F
def
=
@'
@X
: (3.1.9)
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3.2 Balance laws for an open system
3.2.1 Balance of mass
In classical thermodynamics, it is assumed that the material amount within a system is con-
stant throughout any processes. Material exchange between the system and its environment is
not included. Such a system is open to mechanical work and heat but is closed to mass.
Usually the biological system must be considered to be open not only to work and heat but also
with respect to mass transport. The mass exchange of the system with its environment
aects all the balance equations, as inowing mass or mass newly synthesized in the system
could have a certain amount of linear momentum, angular momentum, energy and entropy.
In the reference conguration, a material body B occupies the open region 
0  R3 whose
boundary is @
0 and its outward normal vector is N . Suppose that the body is composed of
solid, uid and other species such as byproducts synthesized or excreted during a biome-
chanical and biochemical process and nutrient participating/consumed in the process.
Further, it is assumed that there are nothing but nutrient and one byproduct in other species.
Solid and uid are denoted by superscript S and F, respectively. Nutrition and the byproduct
are denoted with superscript N and B, respectively. Then the body is a multiphasic material
composed of several species (i = S; F; N; B).
Even though the solid phase undergoes transport through solid ux, its motion xS can be spec-
ied entirely by the motion of the tissue material point x, as the solid ux is assumed to be
very slow in comparison with other uxes.
_xS ( _x) _xF; _xN; _xB ) XS X; xS  x and FS  F : (3.2.1)
Thus the other ux vectors (M i; i = F; N; B) can be dened relatively to the solid phase. The
uid is described as convecting with the solid phase and diusing with respect to it. The
velocity of uid can be expressed with respect to that of solid phase.
The total material density of the tissue is the sum of the all species densities
0 =
X
i
i0(X; t) = 
S
0 + 
F
0 + 
N
0 + 
B
0 ; i = S; F; N; B: (3.2.2)
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The density i0 can change due to mass source, mass transport through the system or inter-
conversion of species e.g. synthesization of byproduct (such as collagen type II) by consuming
nutrition (a biochemical process).
Generally speaking, we can say that the time rate of mass change of species i is balanced with
its volumetric mass exchange and its mass exchange due to contact mass ux, that are features
of the open systems:
d
dt
mi = miopen
def
= misource + m
i
flux : (3.2.3)
Thus, the mass balance for any species (i = S; F; N; B) can be written in integral form:
d
dt
Z
mi0
dmi0 =
d
dt
Z

0
i0dV =
Z

0
 idV  
Z
@
0
M i  dA ;
where
msource
def
=
Z

0
 idV ; (3.2.4a)
mflux
def
=  
Z
@
0
M i  dA ; (3.2.4b)
with the innitesimal volume element dV and the area element vector dA(
def
= NdA) dened in
the reference conguration.
With the divergence theorem, we can obtain its dierential form asZ

0
d
dt
i0dV =
Z

0
 
 i  DivM i dV ;
! d
i
0
dt
=  i  DivM i; 8i = S; F; N; B: 2 (3.2.5)
Due to the contributions of mass source and ux, the time rate of mass change is not zero.
Otherwise, the system is a closed one (no mass change rate) and Eq. (3.2.5) is reduced to the
continuity equation familiar in classical continuum mechanics.
With the further assumption that the sources are generated as a result of inter-conversion, we
can simplify the relation of sources as followsX
i
 i =  S +  F +  N +  B = 0 : (3.2.6)
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Summing up over i of Eq. (3.2.5) and considering Eq. (3.2.6) and (3.2.2) gives the balance of
mass for the whole system:
d
dt
0 =  
X
i
DivM i : (3.2.7)
The time rate of tissue material density depends on the mass uxes M i(i = S; F; N; B).
3.2.2 Balance of linear momentum
The tissue of interest B in the reference conguration 
0 is subjected to surface traction T and
the body force per unit mass g.
The natural boundary condition is
T =
X
i
T i =
X
i
PiN = PN on @
0 ; i = S; F; N; B : (3.2.8)
T i is the partial surface fraction of species i, Pi is the partial rst Piola-Kirchho stress tensor
of species i whose summation over the species is the rst Piola-Kirchho stress tensor of the
system (tissue):
P =
X
i
Pi ; i = S; F; N; B : (3.2.9)
If the tissue deforms with '(X; t), its time derivative is a material velocity of tissue and the
same as that of solid phase due to the assumption in (3.2.1):
V (X; t) =
@'
@t
 @x
S
@t
: (3.2.10)
The material velocity of any species i, V i, can be dened as relative to the solid phase :
V i
def
=
FM i
i0
; i = S; F; N; B : (3.2.11)
The material velocity of solid phase is neglected because of Eq. (3.2.1):
V S  0 : (3.2.12)
The rest species (i = F; N; B) except for solid deform with the solid phase and diuse relatively
to it. Thus, the deformation gradient of tissue F(= FS) is common to all species.
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With the total material velocity of the solid phase dened as V the absolute material velocity
of species i can be described as V + V i (i = S; F; N; B).
We dene the linear momentum of any species i as
pi
def
=
Z

0
i0(V + V
i)dV : (3.2.13)
The rate of change of the momentum pi is balanced with the momentum exchange due to
surface and volume forces that are both divided into closed and open parts. As in classical
continuum mechanics, the closed part piclosed describes the external force exerted on the body
excluding mass sources and uxe. The mass source and the mass ux cause an additional
change in the linear momentum which is denoted by piopen:
d
dt
pi = piclosed + p
i
open ; (3.2.14)
where we dene
piclosed
def
=
Z

0
i0gdV +
Z
@
0
T idA ; (3.2.15a)
piopen
def
= pisource + p
i
flux ; (3.2.15b)
pisource
def
=
Z

0
 i
 
V + V i

dV ; (3.2.15c)
piflux
def
=  
Z
@
0
 
V + V i

M i NdA : (3.2.15d)
The balance of the linear momentum of species i is postulated as:
d
dt
Z

0
i0(V + V
i)dV =
Z

0
i0gdV +
Z
@
0
T idA
+
Z

0
 i
 
V + V i

dV  
Z
@
0
 
V + V i

M i NdA : (3.2.16)
The rst term on the right-hand side is the at-a-distance force due to the body-force density g
and the second term is the contact force. These forces can be seen in the classical continuum
mechanics. An additional volume force is brought about due to the mass source  i. The mass
ux M i induces an additional momentum exchange due to contact, that is the last term.
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With rearrangement and considering Eq. (3.2.8), the above equation becomes
d
dt
Z

0
i0(V + V
i)dV
=
Z

0

i0g + 
i
 
V + V i

dV +
Z
@
0

Pi    V + V i
M i NdA
=
Z

0

i0g + 
i
 
V + V i

+Div
 
Pi    V + V i
M i dV : (3.2.17)
The left- and right-hand side of (3.2.17) are
LHS =
di0
dt
 
V + V i

+ i0
d(V + V i)
dt
;
RHS =i0g + 
i
 
V + V i

+Div

Pi    V + V i
M i
= i0g + 
i
0 + 
i
 
V + V i

+DivPi  Div  V + V i
M i
= i0g + 
i
 
V + V i

+DivPi  Grad  V + V iM i    V + V iDivM i :
Considering Eq. (3.2.5), the following relation
di0
dt
 
V + V i

=  i
 
V + V i
   V + V iDivM i (3.2.18)
is valid, and therefore Eq. (3.2.17) reads
i0
d(V + V i)
dt
= i0g +DivP
i  Grad  V + V iM i : (3.2.19)
Summing over i (i = S; F; N; B) of (3.2.17) gives the balance of linear momentum of the whole
system:X
i
d
dt
Z

0

i0(V + V
i)

dV =
X
i
Z

0

i0g + 
i
 
V + V i

dV
+
X
i
Z
@
0

Pi    V + V i
M i NdA : (3.2.20)
Its left-hand side of (3.2.20) is
LHS =
X
i
d
dt
Z

0

i0(V + V
i)

dV =
d
dt
Z

0
X
i

i0(V + V
i)

dV
=
d
dt
Z

0
"X
i
i0V +
X
i
 
i0V
i
#
dV
(3.2.2)
=
d
dt
Z

0
"
0V +
X
i
 
i0V
i
#
dV ;
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and the right-hand side of (3.2.20) is
RHS
=
X
i
Z

0

i0g + 
i
 
V + V i

dV +
X
i
Z
@
0

Pi    V + V i
M i NdA
=
Z

0
"X
i
i0g +
X
i
 i
 
V + V i
#
dV
+
Z
@
0
"X
i
Pi  
X
i
 
V + V i

M i# NdA
=
Z

0
"
0g +
X
i
 
 iV i
#
dV +
Z
@
0
"
P 
X
i
 
V + V i

M i# NdA ; (3.2.21)
where the term
P
i (
iV ) is set to zero using Eq. (3.2.6).
With an assumption that the linear momentum of the system depends only on external causes
such as g;P andM i, the internal interaction between the species
P
i
 
 iV i

can be cancelled
out
X
i
 
 iV i

= 0 : (3.2.22)
Then the Eq. (3.2.20) yields
d
dt
Z

0
"
0V +
X
i
 
i0V
i
#
dV =
Z

0
0gdV +
Z
@
0
"
P 
X
i
 
V + V i

M i# NdA
=
Z

0
"
0g +Div
 
P 
X
i
 
V + V i

M i!# dV ;
and its local form is
d
dt
"
0V +
X
i
 
i0V
i
#
= 0g +Div
 
P 
X
i
 
V + V i

M i! : (3.2.23)
The time rate of change of linear momentum of the entire system is the sum of the body force
and the traction that is aected by the mass ux vector.
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3.2.3 Balance of angular momentum
We dene the angular momentum of any species i with respect to the origin of a coordinate
system as
li
def
=
Z

0
' i0(V + V i)dV : (3.2.24)
The rate of change of the angular momentum li equals the total moment acting on the species,
which consists of a closed part l
i
closed and an open part
l
i
open. As in classical continuum me-
chanics, the closed part describes the moment of the external force piclosed dened in (3.2.15a).
An open part l
i
open arises due to the moment of mass source and mass ux from (3.2.15b):
d
dt
li = l
i
closed +
l
i
open : (3.2.25)
We dene
l
i
closed
def
= ' piclosed =
Z

0
' i0gdV +
Z
@
0
'Pi NdA ; (3.2.26a)
l
i
open
def
= ' piopen = lisource +liflux ; (3.2.26b)
l
i
source
def
= ' pisource =
Z

0
'  i  V + V i dV ; (3.2.26c)
l
i
flux
def
= ' piflux =  
Z
@
0
'  V + V i
M i NdA : (3.2.26d)
The balance of angular momentum of species i is postulated as:
d
dt
Z

0
' i0(V + V i)dV =
Z

0
' i0g +  i  V + V i dV
+
Z
@
0
' Pi    V + V i
M i NdA : (3.2.27)
The same can be obtained from (3.2.17) multiplied by position vector '.
The left-hand side of (3.2.27) is
LHS =
d
dt
Z

0

' i0(V + V i)

dV
=
Z

0

d'
dt
 i0(V + V i) +'

di0
dt
(V + V i) + i0
d(V + V i)
dt

dV
=
Z

0

V  i0V i +'

di0
dt
(V + V i) + i0
d(V + V i)
dt

dV ;
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and the right-hand side is
RHS
=
Z

0
' i0g +  i  V + V i dV + Z
@
0
' Pi    V + V i
M i NdA
(A.4.1)
=
Z

0
' i0g +  i  V + V i dV
+
Z

0
n
'Div Pi    V + V i
M i+ E : Grad' Pi    V + V i
M iTo dV:
By virtue of the identity (A.4.7), we can rewrite the term with divergence operator
Div

Pi    V + V i
M i = DivPi  Grad  V + V iM i    V + V iDivM i:
By equating RHS and LHS of (3.2.27), we obtain
V  i0V i +'

di0
dt
(V + V i) + i0
d(V + V i)
dt

=' i0g +  i  V + V i
+'Div Pi    V + V i
M i+ E : Grad' Pi    V + V i
M iT
=' i0g +  i  V + V i
+' DivPi  Grad  V + V iM i    V + V iDivM i
+ E : Grad' Pi    V + V i
M iT :
This equation can be simplied using (3.2.19):
V  i0V i +'

di0
dt
(V + V i)

= '  i  V + V i+'    V + V iDivM i+ E : Grad' Pi    V + V i
M iT :
(3.2.28)
Taking (3.2.5) into account, the following relation can be obtained
'

di0
dt
(V + V i)

= '  i  V + V i '  V + V iDivM i :
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The (3.2.28) can be further simplied by substituting the above relation:
V  i0V i = E : Grad'

Pi    V + V i
M iT
= E : F Pi    V + V i
M iT (A.1.11)=  E : nF Pi    V + V i
M iToT
=  E : Pi    V + V i
M iFT =  E : PiFT    V + V i
M iFT
=  E : PiFT    V + V i
 FM i =  E :  PiFT+ E :  V + V i
 FM i
=  E :  PiFT+ E :  V 
 FM i+ E :  V i 
 FM i
(A.1.40)
= E :   PiFT + V i 
 FM i+ V   FM i (3.2.29)
where F = Grad'.
The left-hand side of (3.2.29) is
LHS = V  i0V i
(3.2.11)
= V  i0
FM i
i0
= V  FM i :
Thus, we can conclude
0 = E :   PiFT + V i 
 FM i : (3.2.30)
Substituting M i = i0F
 1V i from (C.1.2) into it:
0 = E :   PiFT + i0V i 
 FF 1V i
= E :   PiFT + i0V i 
 V i : (3.2.31)
From the above result the symmetry of the expression PiFT   i0V i 
 V i can be concluded.
Therefore, the rst term PiFT should be symmetry:
PiFT = F
 
Pi
T
; (3.2.32)
and with it
i = J 1PiFT = J 1F
 
Pi
T
=
 
i
T
; (3.2.33)
the symmetry of the partial Cauchy stress tensor of species i is deduced in spite of mass ux.
Accordingly the partial second Piola-Kirchho stress tensor of species i Si can be shown:
(Si)T = JF 1(i)TF T = JF 1iF T = Si : (3.2.34)
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The balance of angular momentum of the whole system is obtained by summing up over all
species of (3.2.27)X
i
d
dt
Z

0
' i0(V + V i)dV =
X
i
Z

0
' i0g +  i  V + V i dV
+
X
i
Z
@
0
' Pi    V + V i
M i NdA :
The left-hand side of (3.2.27) is
LHS =
X
i
Z

0

d'
dt
 i0(V + V i) +'
d
dt

i0(V + V
i)

dV
=
Z

0
(
d'
dt

"X
i
i0V +
X
i
(i0V
i)
#
+' d
dt
X
i

i0(V + V
i)
)
dV
=
Z

0
(
d'
dt

"
0V +
X
i
(i0V
i)
#
+' d
dt
"
0V +
X
i
(i0V
i)
#)
dV :
The right-hand side of (3.2.27) is
RHS
=
Z

0
'
X
i

i0g + 
i
 
V + V i

dV +
Z
@
0
'
X
i

Pi    V + V i
M i NdA
=
Z

0
'
"X
i
i0g +
X
i
 i
 
V + V i
#
dV +
Z
@
0
'
"X
i
Pi  
X
i
 
V + V i

M i# NdA
(3.2.2)
=
Z

0
'
"
0g +
X
i
 i
 
V + V i
#
dV +
Z
@
0
'
"
P 
X
i
 
V + V i

M i# NdA
(A.4.1)
=
Z

0
'
"
0g +
X
i
 i
 
V + V i
#
dV
+
Z

0
8<:'Div
"
P 
X
i
 
V + V i

M i#+ E : Grad'"P X
i
 
V + V i

M i#T
9=; dV :
By equating the both sides and considering (3.2.23) the following equation can be obtained:
d'
dt

"
0V +
X
i
(i0V
i)
#
= E : Grad'
"
P 
X
i
 
V + V i

M i#T : (3.2.35)
The left-hand side of (3.2.35) is
LHS = V 
X
i
(i0V
i)
(3.2.11)
= V 
X
i
(FM i) ;
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and its right-hand side is
RHS = E : F
"
P 
X
i
 
V + V i

M i#T
=  E :
8<:F
"
P 
X
i
 
V + V i

M i#T
9=;
T
=  E :
"
P 
X
i
 
V + V i

M i#FT
=  E :
"
PFT  
X
i
 
V + V i

M iFT#
=  E :
"
PFT  
X
i
 
V + V i

 FM i#
=  E : PFT + E :
X
i
 
V + V i

 FM i
=  E : PFT + E :
X
i
 
V 
 FM i + V i 
 FM i
= E :
 
 PFT +
X
i
V i 
 FM i
!
+ E :
X
i
 
V 
 FM i
= E :
 
 PFT +
X
i
V i 
 FM i
!
+ E :
 
V 

X
i
FM i
!
= E :
 
 PFT +
X
i
V i 
 FM i
!
+ V 
X
i
FM i :
By equating the both sides
0 = E :
 
 PFT +
X
i
V i 
 FM i
!
;
and substituting M i = i0F
 1V i
0 = E :
 
 PFT +
X
i
V i 
 Fi0F 1V i
!
= E :
 
 PFT + i0
X
i
V i 
 V i
!
;
we can conclude the symmetry of the expression PFT   i0V i 
 V i.
Therefore, the rst term PFT should be symmetry:
PFT = FPT ; (3.2.36)
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and with it
 = J 1PFT = J 1F (P)T = ()T ; (3.2.37)
the symmetry of the Cauchy stress tensor of the system is deduced in spite of mass uxes.
Accordingly the symmetry of the second Piola-Kirchho stress tensor of the system S can be
shown:
ST = JF 1TF T = JF 1F T = S : (3.2.38)
3.2.4 Balance of energy
The balance of energy states that the rate of energy _E (E is the total energy of the body and a
sum of the kinetic energy K and the internal energy I) is balanced with the power of external
forces P and the heat supply rate Q:
_E = d
dt
(K + I) = P +Q : (3.2.39)
The power of external forces and the heat supply rate are divided into closed and open part
denoted by subscript closed and open, respectively. The closed part are the familiar terms
known from classical continuum mechanics. Due to the mass source and ux the open part
should be added to the closed part . An additional energy is assumed to be transferred from
the other species to the species i ~Ei. Then the energy balance equation is
d
dt
(K + I) =Pclosed +Qclosed + Popen +Qopen +Qtransfer : (3.2.40)
The kinetic and internal energy of species i are
K =
Z

0
i0

1
2
(V + V i)2

dV ; (3.2.41a)
I =
Z

0
i0E
idV : (3.2.41b)
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If the heat supply to species i per unit mass is Ri and the partial heat ux of species i through
the surface is H i(=  Qi N ; Qi the partial heat ux vector), the power of external forces and
the heat supply rate of the closed part are
Pclosed =
Z

0
i0g  (V + V i)dV +
Z
@
0
T i   V + V i dA ; (3.2.41c)
Qclosed =
Z

0
i0R
idV +
Z
@
0
H idA : (3.2.41d)
The power of external forces and the heat supply rate of the open part and the energy transfer
from other species to species i are
Popen =
Z

0
1
2
(V + V i)2 idV  
Z
@
0
1
2
(V + V i)2M i NdA ; (3.2.41e)
Qopen =
Z

0
 iEidV  
Z
@
0
EiM i NdA ; (3.2.41f)
Qtransfer =
Z

0
i0 ~E
idV : (3.2.41g)
The balance of energy is
d
dt
Z

0
i0

Ei +
1
2
(V + V i)2

dV
=
Z

0
i0g  (V + V i)dV +
Z
@
0
T i   V + V i dA+ Z

0
i0R
idV +
Z
@
0
H idA
+
Z

0
 i

Ei +
1
2
(V + V i)2

dV  
Z
@
0
M i

Ei +
1
2
(V + V i)2

NdA
+
Z

0
i0
~EidV : (3.2.42)
The left-hand side of Eq. (3.2.42) is
LHS =
Z

0

di0
dt

Ei +
1
2
(V + V i)2

+ i0
d
dt

Ei +
1
2
(V + V i)2

dV
=
Z

0

di0
dt

Ei +
1
2
(V + V i)2

+ i0
dEi
dt
+ i0(V + V
i)
d(V + V i)
dt

dV ;
and the right-hand side of Eq. (3.2.42) is
RHS =
Z

0
i0g  (V + V i)dV +
Z
@
0
 
V + V i
 PiNdA+ Z

0
i0R
idV  
Z
@
0
Qi NdA
+
Z

0
 i

Ei +
1
2
(V + V i)2

dV  
Z
@
0
M i

Ei +
1
2
(V + V i)2

NdA+
Z

0
i0 ~E
idV :
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The second term of the right-hand side is
Z
@
0
 
V + V i
 PiNdA = Z

0
Div
 
V + V i

Pi

dV
=
Z

0

Grad
 
V + V i

: Pi +
 
V + V i
 DivPi dV;
and sixth term of the right-hand side is
Z
@
0
M i

Ei +
1
2
(V + V i)2

NdA =
Z

0
Div

M i

Ei +
1
2
(V + V i)2

dV
=
Z

0

Ei +
1
2
(V + V i)2

DivM i +Grad

Ei +
1
2
(V + V i)2

M i

dV:
Then the balance equation can be written as
Z

0

di0
dt

Ei +
1
2
(V + V i)2

+ i0
dEi
dt
+ i0(V + V
i)
d(V + V i)
dt

dV
=
Z

0
i0g  (V + V i)dV +
Z

0

Grad
 
V + V i

: Pi +
 
V + V i
 DivPi dV
+
Z

0
i0R
idV  
Z
@
0
Qi NdA+
Z

0
 i

Ei +
1
2
(V + V i)2

dV
 
Z

0

Ei +
1
2
(V + V i)2

DivM i +Grad

Ei +
1
2
(V + V i)2

M i

dV
+
Z

0
i0
~Ei dV : (3.2.43)
This equation can be simplied by applying (3.2.5). Multiplying (3.2.5) by

Ei +
1
2
(V + V i)2

gives
di0
dt

Ei +
1
2
(V + V i)2

=
 
 i  DivM i Ei + 1
2
; (V + V i)2

(3.2.44)
and substracting (3.2.44) from (3.2.43) gives
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Z

0

i0
dEi
dt
+ i0(V + V
i)
d(V + V i)
dt

dV
=
Z

0
i0g  (V + V i)dV +
Z

0

Grad
 
V + V i

: Pi +
 
V + V i
 DivPi dV
+
Z

0
i0R
idV  
Z
@
0
Qi NdA 
Z

0

Grad

Ei +
1
2
(V + V i)2

M i

dV
+
Z

0
i0
~EidV :
Using the balance of linear momentum Eq. (3.2.19) multiplied by (V + V i) and the following
identity:
Grad

1
2
 
V + V i
2 M i = 1
2
Grad
 
V + V i
2 M i
=

GradT
 
V + V i
  
V + V i
 M i =  V + V iGrad  V + V i M i ;
the energy balance equation can be obtainedZ

0
i0
dEi
dt
dV =
Z

0

Grad
 
V + V i

: Pi

dV +
Z

0
i0R
idV  
Z
@
0
Qi NdA
 
Z

0
 
GradEi M i dV + Z

0
i0
~EidV :
Using the divergence theorem, a dierential form is obtained:
! i0
dEi
dt
= Grad
 
V + V i

: Pi + i0R
i  DivQi  GradEi M i + i0 ~Ei : (3.2.45)
Summing up over i gives the balance of energy for the whole system:
X
i
i0
dEi
dt
=
X
i
h
Grad
 
V + V i

: Pi + i0R
i  DivQi  GradEi M i + i0 ~Ei
i
:
(3.2.46)
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If we assume that the energy of the system relies on only the interaction with its environment,
then the mass inter-conversion  i and energy transfer ~Ei between species have no eect on the
energy rate of the system:
X
i
Z

0
 i

Ei +
1
2
(V + V i)2

dV +
X
i
Z

0
i0
~EidV = 0
!
X
i

 i

Ei +
1
2
(V + V i)2

+ i0 ~E
i

= 0
!
X
i

 iEi +
1
2
 iV 2 +  iV  V i + 1
2
 i
 
V i
2
+ i0 ~E
i

= 0 :
From the two assumptions (3.2.6) and (3.2.22), we obtain
X
i

 iEi +
1
2
 i
 
V i
2
+ i0 ~E
i

= 0 : (3.2.47)
Considering this relation, the following equation can be deduced from Eq. (3.2.46)
X
i
i0
dEi
dt
=
X
i
h 
_F+GradV i

: Pi + i0R
i  DivQi  GradEi M i    i Ei + 1
2
 
V i
2 i
;
(3.2.48)
where the following identity is applied
GradV =
@V
@X
=
@
@X

@'
@t

=
@
@t

@'
@X

= _F : (3.2.49)
3.2.5 Entropy inequality
The entropy inequality states that the production of entropy is non-negative. The time rate of
change of the total entropy N is equal to or greater than the sum of the entropy exchange due
to contact entropy ux and the at-a-distance entropy exchange that can be divided into closed
and open part denoted by subscript closed and open, respectively. The closed part Sclosed is
the common terms known from classical continuum mechanics. The mass source and ux cause
the open part of the entropy change Sopen. An additional entropy exchange is introduced that
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is transferred from the other species to the species i Stransfer.
Then, the entropy inequality is given by
dN
dt
 Sclosed + Sopen + Stransfer : (3.2.50)
The entropy of the species i is
N =
Z

0
i0N
idV ; (3.2.51)
the closed and open part of entropy exchange are, respectively,
Sclosed =
Z

0
i0R
i

dV  
Z
@
0
Qi

NdA ; (3.2.52)
Sopen =
Z

0
 iN idV  
Z
@
0
M i NN idA ; (3.2.53)
and the entropy transferred to species i by all other species ~N i
Stransfer =
Z

0
i0
~N idV (3.2.54)
The entropy inequality becomes :D
d
dt
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0
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
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i
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i
0R
i

+  iN i + i0 ~N i  Div

Qi

+M iN i

(3.2.55)
Considering Eq. (3.2.5), the inequality can be simplied as follows
! i0
dN i
dt
 
i
0R
i

+ i0 ~N i  
DivQi

+
Grad Qi
2
 M i GradN i ; (3.2.56)
where for the divergence of a product of a scalar-valued function and a vector-valued function
the Eq. (A.4.5) and the following identity are applied
Grad
1

=
@
@X i

1


gi =
@
@

1


@
@X i
gi =   1
2
@
@X i
gi =  Grad
2
:
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By multiplying Eq. (3.2.56) by  , we obtain the entropy inequality for the species i:
!  i0
dN i
dt
  i0Ri  i0 ~N i +DivQi  
Grad Qi

+M i GradN i : (3.2.57)
Summing up over i and adding Eq. (3.2.48) gives the entropy inequality for the whole system
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_F+GradVi

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After rearrangement of the inequality
0 
X
i

i0


dN i
dt
  dE
i
dt

+

_F+GradVi

: P i   Grad Q
i


+
X
i
 
GradN i  GradEi M i    iEi + 1
2
 
Vi
2 i0 ~N i ; (3.2.58)
and with the following denition of the free energy density 	
	
def
= E  N ! _	 + _N = _E   _N ; (3.2.59)
and the assumption that the total entropy transfer inside the body is zero,
X
i
(i0 ~N i) = 0 ; (3.2.60)
we obtain the dissipation inequality:
0 
X
i
Dclosed  
X
i
Gopen  
X
i
Gtransfer =
X
i
Dclosed  
X
i
Gflux  
X
i
Gsource ; (3.2.61)
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whereby
Dclosed def=  i0

_	 + _N

+

_F+GradVi

: P i   Grad Q
i

; (3.2.62a)
Gopen def= Gflux + Gsource ; (3.2.62b)
Gflux def=
 
GradEi  GradN i M i ; (3.2.62c)
Gsource def=  i

Ei +
1
2
 
Vi
2
; (3.2.62d)
Gtransfer def= i0 ~N i;
X
Gtransfer = 0 : (3.2.62e)
We can see the dissipation Dclosed in Eq. (3.2.62a) that is the familiar expression from classical
continuum mechanics. The mass source and the mass ux cause the entropy change whose
contributions are expressed in Eq. (3.2.62c) and (3.2.62d).
Moreover, we can say about the non-negative contributions of the mass source to the dissipation
that
0  Gsource : (3.2.63)
If mass source exists and mass ux does not, the dissipation of the system
P
iDclosed is at least
bigger than the entropy contribution of mass source
P
i Gsource.
3.3 Reduction from an open system to a closed system
If a system has no mass change, the system becomes a closed one, and the balance equations
should be reduced to those of a closed system.
The conditions of no mass change are
 i = 0 and M i = 0 ; 8i = S; F; N; B : (3.3.1)
The balance of mass Eq. (3.2.5) becomes
di0
dt
= 0 : (3.3.2a)
The balance of linear momentum Eq. (3.2.19) becomes
i0
d(V + V i)
dt
= i0g +DivP
i : (3.3.2b)
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The balance of angular momentum Eq. (3.2.33) does not change
i =
 
i
T
: (3.3.2c)
The balance of energy Eq. (3.2.45) becomes
i0
dEi
dt
= Grad
 
V + V i

: Pi + i0R
i  DivQi + i0 ~Ei : (3.3.2d)
The entropy inequality (3.2.57) becomes
 i0
dN i
dt
  i0Ri  i0 ~N i +DivQi  
Grad Qi

: (3.3.2e)
If the system is composed of just one material, Eqs. (3.3.2a)-(3.3.2e) can be more simplied to
d0
dt
= 0 ; (3.3.3a)
0
dV
dt
= 0g +DivP ; (3.3.3b)
 = T ; (3.3.3c)
0
dE
dt
= GradV : P+ 0R DivQ and (3.3.3d)
 0dN
dt
  0R +DivQ  Grad Q

: (3.3.3e)
where the energy and entropy transfer from other species, ~Ei and ~N i respectively, are zero.
These are the same as Eqs. (B.2.3a),    , (B.2.3e) in Appendix B.2.
As expected, the open system considered in Chapter 3 includes the closed system given by Eqs.
(3.3.2a)-(3.3.2e) which can be regarded as a special case of the open system whose conditions
are Eqs. (3.3.1).
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Constitutive modeling of soft tissue
The present chapter deals with continuum mechanical models of soft tissue.
In Section 4.1 hydrated soft tissue is discussed with considering its solid/uid phase and uid
motion through solid. Section 4.2 deals with general growth and remodeling phenomena of a
biological system with respect to biomechanics. At the end Section 4.3, we propose a biomechan-
ical model of a cell-seeded soft tissue that has a potential as an articular cartilage replacement
material.
4.1 Mechanical behaviors of soft tissue
As mentioned in Sec. 2.3, articular cartilage is a solid-uid mixture. In the present section,
dierent kinds of soft tissue models are introduced with respect to its solid phase and solid-uid
interaction.
4.1.1 Solid behavior
Soft tissue can be regarded as elastic or viscoelastic solid with or without ber-reinforcement.
Fung-elastic material
With repeated loading cycles, load-deformation curves of soft tissues shift to the right in a
load-elongation diagram and the hysteretic eects diminish, as seen in Fig. 4.1. In a load-time
diagram the load-time curves shift upwards with increasing number of repeated loading. Thus a
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Figure 4.1: Precondition (Modied from Fung [25]).
steady state can be reached, that is so-called precondition. Then, soft tissues can be regarded
as independent of strain rate and approximated by a hyperelastic model to a load pattern.
S = S(E; _E) ! S = S(E) : (4.1.1)
The preconditioned soft tissues still present hysteresis, so the mechanical response can be
modeled as hyperelastic with dierent material constants at loading and unloading. Fung [25]
has called this model \pseudoelastic" as such a material is not truly elastic. He also pointed
out that the stiness-stress diagram gives a near linear relationship
dP11
d
=  + P11 ; (4.1.2)
where P11 is the uniaxial rst Piola-Kirchho stress and  a stretch ration in its direction,  and
 material parameters. This rst-order ordinary dierential equation suggests an exponential
stress-stretch relation. Fung suggested a rened theory of an exponential stress-strain behavior
W = c [exp(Q)  1] ! S = @W
@E
= c exp(Q)
@Q
@E
; (4.1.3)
where W is a three-dimensional pseudostrain energy function, c a material parameter, Q a
function of Green strain tensor E dened in (B.1.24). Fung considered various functional forms
for Q by tting to experimental data. One of them is a quadratic form,
Q =
1
2
E : C : E ; (4.1.4)
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where C is a fourth-order material tensor. He modied Eq. (4.1.3) taking incompressibility of
tissues into consideration
S = c
@ ~W
@E
  pC 1 = c exp(Q)@Q
@E
  pC 1 ; (4.1.5)
where p, a Lagrange multiplier, enforces the constraint of incompressibility and C is the right
Cauchy-Green tensor.
Based on Fung's model, Demiray [17] postulated a simple possible form of the strain energy
function for isotropic, homogeneous and incompressible elastic soft tissue:
~W =

2
[exp((I1   3))  1] (4.1.6a)
! S = 
2
exp [(I1   3)] I  pC 1 or  = 
2
exp [(I1   3)]b  pI (4.1.6b)
where S and  are the second Piola-Kirchho stress tensor and the Cauchy stress tensor
respectively and I the second-order identity tensor.  and  are material constants and I1 is
the rst invariant of left Cauchy-Green strain tensor b.
Mooney-Rivlin elastic material
If the strain energy density function W is a linear combination of two invariants of the left
Cauchy-Green deformation tensor b, an incompressible Mooney-Rivlin model has the form
W = C1(
2
1 + 
2
2 + 
2
3   3) + C2(2122 + 2223 + 2321   3) with 123 = 1 ; (4.1.7a)
where C1 and C2 are empirically determined material constants and i is the principal stretch
ratios. In the case of uniaxial unconned loading in X1 direction (22 = 33 = 0), the Cauchy
stress is
11 =

2C1 +
2C2


2   1


: (4.1.7b)
Miller [57] used the strain energy function in order to describe very soft tissues in extension.
Miller reduced the energy function to the following forms:
Neo-Hookean material: W = C1(I1   3); =2 = C1 (4.1.7c)
Extreme-Mooney material: W = C2(I2   3); =2 = C2 (4.1.7d)
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and described the vertical stretch between 1 and 1:3 to high accuracy.
Ogden elastic material
Ogden material are considered to be isotropic, incompressible and strain rate independent. The
strain energy is expressed as
W (1; 2; 3) =
sX
r=1
r
r
(r1 + 
r
2 + 
r
3   3) ; (4.1.8a)
2 =
sX
r=1
rr ; (4.1.8b)
where r and r (r = 1    s) represent material constants,  shear modulus, and i the principle
stretches. Sayed et al. [72] adopted this kind of strain energy to describe deviatoric elasticity
of soft tissues. Oomens et al. [65] employed the model for skin, muscle and fat.
In the case of uniaxial unconned loading in X1 direction (22 = 33 = 0), the Cauchy stress is
11 =
sX
r=1

r
r
1   r 1=2r1

: (4.1.8c)
Yeoh elastic material
The Yeoh model is a reduced polynomial model for nonlinear elastic material and depends on
the rst and third strain invariants:
W =
3X
i=1
Ci(I1   3)i +
3X
i=1
1
Di
(Je   1)2i ; (4.1.9)
where Ci are material constants and C1 has the physical meaning of half of the initial shear
modulus. The rst term explains the behavior of incompressible materials and is reduced to
the strain energy density of the incompressible Neo-Hookean material, if n = 1. The second
term is added for a compressible material. Di is a compressibility coecient that tends to
zero for incompressible tissues. Kaster et al. [42] used the model to investigate of hyperelastic
properties of brain tissues.
Arruda-Boyce elastic model
This model describes the behavior of polymer cubic containing eight chains along the diagonal
directions.
W = C
5X
i=1
i
 2(i 1)(I i1   3i) (4.1.10)
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where C is a material parameter and  the stretch at which the polymer chain network becomes
locked. 1 = 1=2, 2 = 1=20, 3 = 11=1050, 4 = 19=7000 and 5 = 519=673750. Liu et al.
[52] applied the strain energy function to model soft tissues undergoing large indentations.
Blatz-Ko elastic model
Ambrosi and Mollica [7] referred to the Blatz-Ko material to model tumor spheroids
 =

Jp
 (Jp)qI+ FpFTp ; (4.1.11)
where q and  are material parameters. Fp is the deformation gradient mapping from a natural
conguration to current conguration and Jp is its determinant.
Viscoelastic model
Due to the hysteresis in stress-strain curve, stress relaxation occurs or creep under constant
stress soft tissue is regarded as viscoelastic material. Holzapfel [35] formulated nite strain
viscoelasticity. In his work [35], the deformation is decomposed into volumetric elastic and
isochoric viscoelastic parts and the following isotropic constitutive model is postulated:
	 = 	^(C; )
def
= U1(J) + ~	1( ~C) + ( ~C; ); J = detF (4.1.12a)
where U1 is the volumetric elastic energy, ~	1 the isochoric elastic free energy, and  is the free
energy describing viscoelasticity which depends on internal variables   and isochoric strain
~C. For isothermal process, he derived the second Piola-Kirchho stress tensor
S = Svol(J) + S
1
iso(
~C) +
mX
=1
Q( ~C; ) ; (4.1.12b)
where internal variables Q are the non-equilibrium stresses and akin to isochoric elastic stress
S1iso.
Pioletti and Rakotomanana [67] proposed short time and long time memory for the viscous
eect.
S = Se(C(t)) + Sv( _C(t);C(t)) +
Z 1

(G(t  s); s;C(t))ds ; (4.1.13)
with S the second Piola-Kirchho stress tensor, C the right Cauchy-Green strain tensor, _C the
strain rate tensor and G(t  s) = C(t  s) C(t). A semicolon is used to separate a parameter
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from variables, i.e. the strain tensor behind the semicolon means that the strain is a parameter.
The rst term describes the elastic behavior and the second term represents almost immediate
contribution, whereas the third term expresses the delayed contribution of long time memory.
4.1.2 Fiber-reinforced solid behavior
Destrade et al. [18] incorporated a family of parallel bers in the simplest elastic material and
researched the stability of the resulting solid. They regarded the matrix as an isotropic solid
that is reinforced with one family bers that has a preferred direction
N = cosE1 + sinE3 ; (4.1.14a)
where  is angle between the bers and X1 direction in reference conguration.
They assumed that the strain energy density is the sum of an isotropic part and an anisotropic
part. For the anisotropic part, they take a function of I4 only, that is one of the two anisotropic
invariants.
W =

2
(I1   3) + F (I4) and I4 = 1 +K sin 2 +K2 sin2 ; (4.1.14b)
 = (b  I) + 2F 0n
 n ; (4.1.14c)
where b is the left Cauchy-Green strain tensor and n(= FN ) is the transformed unit vector of
N in the current conguration.
Klisch and Lotz as well [44] assumed that the anisotropic properties arise as a result bers.
They introduced two families of bers whose directions are denoted by unit vectors a0 and b0
in reference conguration:
a0 = sinE2 + cosE3 and b0 =   sinE2 + cosE3 ; (4.1.15a)
where  is angle from X3 to a0 or b0 in dierent directions to each other. They suggested a
strain-energy function
W = ~W (I1; I2; I3; I8; I9; I10; I11; cos
2 2) ; (4.1.15b)
where Ii is strain invariants. They suggested a strain energy function in separate exponential
form and derived the constitutive equation for Cauchy stress in terms of the left Cauchy-Green
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strain tensor b.
Holzapfel and Ogden [36] suggested strain energy functions of a material reinforced by a one
family bers and two families of bers, respectively. The strain energy for an isotropic ground
substance (indicated by subscript g) that is reinforced by embedded collagen bers (indicated
by subscript f) with a preferred direction N is:
	(I1; I4) = 	g(I1) + 	f(I4) =
c
2
(I1   3) + k1
k2
fexp k2(I4   1)2  1g ; (4.1.16a)
c and k1 are stress-like material parameters and k4 a dimensionless material parameter. The
Cauchy stress is
 =  pI+ cb+ 4k1(I4   1) exp

k2(I4   1)2

n
 n (4.1.16b)
where b is the left Cauchy-Green strain tensor and n(= FN ) is the transformed unit vector of
N in the current conguration. If the isotropic ground substance is reinforced by two families
of bers, the strain energy function is
	(I1; I4; I6) = 	g(I1) + 	f(I4; I6) =
c
2
(I1   3) + k1
k2
X
i=4;6
fexp k2(Ii   1)2  1g ;
(4.1.17a)
and the corresponding Cauchy stress is
 =  pI+ cb+
X
i=4;6

2k1(Ii   1) exp

k2(Ii   1)2

ni 
 ni
	
(4.1.17b)
where n4 is the same as n dened in Eq. (4.1.16b) and n6 = n
0 is the transformed unit vector
of N 0 in a preferred direction of the second ber family.
4.1.3 Fluid behavior and uid-solid interaction
Kuei, Lai, and Mow [55] suggested a biphasic theory (KLM model) of hydrated tissues such as
articular cartilage and interverterbral disk. They modeled articular cartilage as a homogeneous
mixture of an incompressible, isotropic, linearly elastic solid (denoted by superscript s) and an
incompressible, inviscid uid (denoted by superscript f). The interaction between the solid and
uid phases is regarded as a determining factor for the mechanical behavior of biphasic tissues.
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Thus, the permeability k is assumed to be related with the diusive body force i(i = f; s)
which means, how much uid ows through the pores according to external force.
f =  s = K(vs   vf) : (4.1.18)
Here, f=s is the diusive body force arising from the frictional drag on uid and solid, respec-
tively. K

=

k
;  dynamic viscosity

is the constant diusive drag coecient and vf=s is the
velocity of uid phase and solid phase, respectively. The continuity equation and the equations
of motion are respectively
div vf +  div vs = 0 ; (4.1.19a)
divf=s + f=s = 0 : (4.1.19b)
The constitutive equations are given by
solid phase: s =  pI+ s tr "+ 2s" ; (4.1.20a)
uid phase: f =  pI : (4.1.20b)
Ricken [68] and Ehlers [20] regarded soft tissues as uid-saturated porous media and applied
the theory of porous media (TPM). The medium is assumed to be composed of solid and uid
denoted by superscript s and f, respectively. The constituents are averaged over a representa-
tive elementary volume occupied by the whole mixture. Each material point X( = s; f) of a
constituent in reference conguration follows its own motion '(X; t) and each spatial point
x in the current conguration is simultaneously occupied by solid and uid material points
x = '(X; t) and F =
@x
@X
: (4.1.21a)
where F is the deformation gradient. Each constituent has its own velocity eld _x, where
_fg denotes the material time derivative of fg corresponding to the individual motion of the
constituent .
The volume fractions n is dened as
n
def
=
dV 
dV
=

R
;
s;fX

dV  = dV ; (4.1.21b)
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and the saturation condition is assumed as
s;fX

n = 1 : (4.1.21c)
The balance of mass and linear momentum are respectively
( _) +  div _x = ^ ;
s;fX

^ = 0 ; (4.1.21d)
div + b+  = x + ^ _x ;
s;fX

 = 0 ; (4.1.21e)
where ^ is the mass supply between the phases,  the partial Cauchy stress tensor, 
interaction forces, and b volume forces.
They assumed the partial Cauchy stress tensors
 =  npI+ E ; and f = p gradnf + fE ; (4.1.21f)
where p is the eective uid pressure and E the eective stress governed by the solid defor-
mation (usually fE  0). fE is an interaction force due to the movement of uid (friction
between the solid and uid).
Oomens and Campen [66] considered skin as a mixture of solid and uid. The mixture as-
sumptions and the balance of mass are the same as above: (4.1.21a), (4.1.21b), (4.1.21c) and
(4.1.21d). The balance of linear momentum is
div + b+  = x ;
s;fX

 = 0 ; (4.1.22a)
where the mass exchange between solid and uid ^ in Eq. (4.1.21e) is not considered.
They deduced the following restrictions on the constitutive equations
s = s
@	s
@F
(Fs)T   nspI+ sv@	
s
@v
; (4.1.22b)
f =  nfpI  (f)2@	
f
@f
I  fs@	
s
@f
I  sv@	
s
@v
; (4.1.22c)
	s = 	s(Fs; s;v) ; 	f = 	f(f;v) with s
@	s
@v
+ f
@	f
@v
= 0 ; (4.1.22d)
s  v +

s
@	s
@f
+
p
fR

(grad f)  v  0 ; (4.1.22e)
where 	 is the Helmholtz free energy, v(
def
= vf   vs) the velocity of uid relative to solid.
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4.2 Biological behaviors of soft tissue
The most outstanding features of a biological system are its growth and adaptation to its
environment. Biological soft tissues also have the potential to grow and adapt itself to chemical
and mechanical stimuli. In a review article [79], Taber distinguishes between growth, remodel-
ing, and morphogenesis.
The phenomenon of growth can be regarded as a process of adding mass such as when hair
grows or children grow up. Remodeling processes involve adaptation such as the remodeling
of bone by Wol's laws, stating that a bone will adapt its structure according to the loads it
is placed under, and the thickening of the cardiac muscle in response to the growth of blood
pressure. Such examples involve changes in material properties. Morphogenesis involves the
initial generation of form in developmental biology.
In this section, general phenomena of growth and remodeling will be introduced with models
suggested by others, as these are related to the present work.
4.2.1 Growth
If the material properties change during the growth, the constitutive relation has the form
 = (C`e;Cg) ; (4.2.1)
where C`e =
 
F`Fe
T
F`Fe and Cg = (Fg)TFg.
The residual stress (t = 0) = 0 due to volumetric growth and subsequent elastic deformation
FeFg can be obtained by choosing a form for the deformation eld ensuring the compatibility
of F = FeFg with inserting F` = I in Eq. (3.1.5) and then solving the boundary value problem
(traction-free boundary condition). The stress (t 6= 0) in current conguration can be found
with the given total deformation gradient F`FeFg in Eq. (3.1.5) and boundary conditions (see
Fig. 4.2).
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F`
Fg
F = F`FeFg
Fe
incompatible due to
growth deformation
org = 0
F`Fe

0; dm0

t; dm0
(t = 0) = 0 6= 0

org; dmorg
Xorg
X
x
(t 6= 0)
t
Figure 4.2: Congurations for a growing body (Modied from Rodriguez et al. [41]).
If a growth process is driven by stress, the stress-dependent growth can be expressed with
_Fg = _^Fg() ; (4.2.2)
where a superposed dot denotes partial dierentiation with respect to time t.
Fung suggested a growth equilibrium stress state crit at which the growth rate would be zero
[26]:
_Fg = _^Fg(  RcritRT) ; (4.2.3)
where R is the rotation tensor from the growth equilibrium state to the loaded state. The
above equation implies that the growth process has its own criterion that depends on stress.
If _Fg and Fg are known, the rate of growth tensor Dg can be obtained as (Rodriguez et al.,
[41])
Dg =
1
2

_Fg(Fg) 1 + (Fg) T( _Fg)T

; (4.2.4)
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where dot denotes partial dierentiation with respect to time.
If we can set Rg = I, the growth deformation gradient Fg becomes growth stretch tensor Ug,
Fg = RgUg = Ug ; (4.2.5)
which is simply computed from rate of growth stretch tensor,
Ug =
Z t
t0
_Ugdt : (4.2.6)
Then, the rate of growth tensor is given by (Elastic growth models, Goriely et al., [58, Chap-
ter 1])
Dg =
1
2

_Ug(Ug) 1 + (Ug) 1 _Ug

: (4.2.7)
The volumetric growth rate _V can then be computed as ([73])
1
V
dV
dt
= trDg : (4.2.8)
Whereas Fung assumed a critical stress for growth equilibrium, Cowin and van Buskirk [15]
introduced a critical strain tensor for growth-equilibrium and described the surface velocity v
in the direction of the surface normal n at position x as
v(n;x; t) = C(n;x) : ["(x; t)  "crit(x)] = Cij ("ij   "critij) ; (4.2.9)
where " is the strain tensor, "crit is strain tensor at growth-equilibrium, and C is a second-order
growth-rate coecient tensor.
Hart et al. [71] suggested a three-dimensional nite-element model explaining surface growth.
They dealt with internal remodeling, and derived the following expression for the rate of change
of solid volume fraction e of the material governed by
_e = a0 + a1e+ a2e
2 + (A0 +A1e) : " = a0 + a1e+ a2e
2 + (A0ij + A
1
ije)"ij ; (4.2.10)
where a0; a1; a2;A
0; and A1 are constants. With e calculated at a given time step, the local
apparent density of a bone tissue is given by
 = (e0 + e) ; (4.2.11)
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where  is the true solid density and e0 a reference solid volume fraction.
The elastic modulus Ei for orthotropic bone is updated according to
Ei = ci
3 : (4.2.12)
where ci are parameters that are determined by experiments.
4.2.2 Remodeling
Cowin and Hegedus [16] regarded bone as a biphasic poroelastic material consisting solid and
uid phases. According to the alterations in loading conditions, the porosity of the bone
changes as a consequence of chemical reactions exchanging mass between the two phases. These
reactions are controlled by the local strain. Constitutive assumptions for isothermal adaptive
elasticity were made on the basis of thermomechanical continuum theory so that
 = ~ (;F) ; c = ~c (;F) ; (4.2.13)
where  is the specic free-energy density satisfying
@ ~ 
@F
(; I) = 0, c is the rate at which mass
per unit volume is added or removed from the porous matrix structure,  denotes the volume
fraction of the matrix material in an unstrained reference state, and F is the deformation
gradient.
In [32], e was introduced as a measure of the change in solid volume fraction from a reference
volume fraction 0 as
e =    0 ; (4.2.14)
and the following constitutive equations were derived for the case of small strains:
 = (0 + e) C : " ; (4.2.15a)
_e = a(e) +A(e) : " ; (4.2.15b)
where  is the Cauchy stress, " the strain tensor, C the stiness tensor (elasticity tensor), and
a and A are respective scalar-valued and tensor-valued remodeling rate coecients.
For small e, the above equations can be simplied as
 = (0C
0 + eC1) : " ; (4.2.16a)
_e = a0 + a1e+ a2e
2 +
 
A0 +A1e

: " ; (4.2.16b)
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where C0;1;A0;1; a0; a1, and a2 are constants. When 0 = 1 and e = 0, (4.2.16a) and (4.2.16b)
reduce to Hooke's law  = C0 : " with no remodeling.
Cowin and associates separated internal and external remodeling. The internal remodeling is
adaptation of elastic modulus and the external remodeling is dened as surface change (shape
adaptation):
_E = A : ("  "crit) ; (4.2.17a)
_X = B : ("  "crit) ; (4.2.17b)
where E and X are a local modulus of elasticity and a characteristic surface coordinate perpen-
dicular to the surface, respectively. They have their own remodeling criteria and are assumed
to be an equilibrium strain tensor "crit. A and B are second order tensors of internal and
external remodeling, respectively.
Huiskes et al. [37] used the strain energy density U = 1
2
 : " as a feed-back control variable. 
and " are the local stress and strain tensor.
_E = Ce(U   Ucrit) ; (4.2.18a)
_X = Cx(U   Ucrit) ; (4.2.18b)
where Ce and Cx are scalar-valued internal and external remodeling coecient, respectively.
Ucrit is a site-specic homeostatic equilibrium strain energy density. Huiskes and associates
introduced further a concept of threshold, i.e. the adaptive activity becomes lazy in some region
of U . The remodeling can take place in positive (gain) or negative (loss) direction according to
U .
Isotropic remodeling
Beaupre et al. [12] introduced tissue stress stimulus  and tissue-level stimulus error e:
 =
 
NX
i=1
ni
m
i
!1=m
; (4.2.19a)
e =     AS ; (4.2.19b)
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where N is number of load cases, ni number of cycles per day for the load case i, 
m
i true
stress, m empirical weighting exponent, and  AB the stress stimulus of attractor state that is
determined experimentally.
The apposition/resorption rate and of the density _ is a piecewise linear function of  and has
a dead/lazy zone where no density change takes place:
_ =
8>>><>>>:
c(e+ w) for e <  w (reposition),
0 for   w  e  w (dead zone),
c(e  w) for w < e (apposition),
(4.2.19c)
where c is a remodeling constant obtained via experiment and w is the half-width of normal
activity region (dead zone), Fig. 4.3.
Resorption
 
w w
Normal activity
Apposition
Dead zone
(Lazy zone)
_
Negative activity Positive activity
Figure 4.3: Adaptation rate depending on stimulus (Modied from Beaupre et al. [11]).
The elastic modulus E can be expressed as a function of the density 
E = b : (4.2.19d)
Here, b and  are remodeling constants.
Anisotropic remodeling
Jacobs et al. [40] proposed a daily remodeling stimulus  :
 = K
p
" : A : "
2 =2
; (4.2.20a)
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where K is an empirical function of several constants,  the exponent of the isotropic material
model, A the material tensor, and " is the strain tensor.
_A =
8>>>>><>>>>>:
 r 
 
 : "
(net resorption),
0 (dead zone),
a
 
 
 : "
(net apposition),
(4.2.20b)
where  is the Cauchy stress tensor and r and a are Lagrange multipliers of net resorption
and net apposition, respectively. They proposed the density change:
_ =
8>>><>>>:
c(e+ w)Sv() for e <  w (reposition),
0 for   w  e  w (dead zone),
c(w   e)Sv() for w < e (apposition),
(4.2.20c)
where c is a remodeling constant obtained via experiment and w is the half-width of normal
activity region (dead zone), e is the tissue-level stimulus error dened in Eq. (4.2.19b), and
Sv() the surface area per unit tissue volume.
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4.3 Proposed model: diusive-remodeled materials
The change of mass due to the synthesis of collagen type II is assumed to be negligible, as the
solid fraction is less than 10 % of the whole mass and the synthesized mass (transition from
nutrition to solid) is still less than the solid part of the support material. Additionally, the
change of uid fraction is dicult to consider, because there is no boundary between the uid
inside and outside of a specimen. Therefore, we conne ourselves to a closed system with the
assumption of no mass change during the remodeling process in a bioreactor.
Due to the fact that the cell-seeded collagen type II material is composed of uid and solid, solid
phase and uid phase should be separately modeled. However, in order to provide a practical
material parameter identication procedure, the following constitutive model is developed with
the assumption of a monophasic material with solid behavior. The uid behavior in the
solid phase is taken into account with an evolution equation.
4.3.1 Assumptions
Thermodynamic aspect
Concerning the thermal properties of biological soft tissue, the uid content of the tissue plays
an important role. Like other soft biological tissues the cell-seeded condensed collagen gel
contains much uid. Thus, it is assumed that the material is highly thermally conductive
and every point of the system has the same temparature :
Grad = 0 : (4.3.1)
Proving that the temperature of the system remains constant, the process can be regarded as
an isothermal process, Subsection 5.2.1:
_ = 0 : (4.3.2)
Therefore, the Clausius-Duhem inequality (B.2.3e) in Appendix B.2 can be simplied:
 0 _	 + S : D  0 : (4.3.3)
Using the identityD =
1
2
_C the dissipation of the energy D from the Clausius-Duhem inequality
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D = S : 1
2
_C  0 _	  0 : (4.3.4)
If the material is purely elastic as a special case, then the free energy (or strain energy in this
case) depends only on the deformation:
	 = 	^(C) ! _	 = @	
@C
: _C :
As the dissipation is zero in elastic deformation
D = S : 1
2
_C  0 @	
@C
: _C =

1
2
S  0 @	
@C

: _C = 0 ;
the second Piola-Kirchho stress tensor is obtained by
S = 20
@	
@C
:
Mechanical aspect
We assume that the solid part of the material is viscoelastic. The elasticity tensor and the
viscosity tensor of a transversely isotropic solid material are generally derived in the following
Section 4.3.2.
The uid behavior of the material is considered with the concept of diusion. Fluid diuses
through the pores of the solid part leading to the stress relaxation or creep response by the
compression test.
Additionally it is assumed that the elasticity tensor changes due to the newly synthesized
collagen type II (remodeling of elasticity tensor), Section 4.3.4.
4.3.2 Viscoelastic solid model
In the present Subsection, a general transversely isotropic viscohyperelastic constitutive law
is derived following mainly Limbert and Middleton [51], that is applicable to many biological
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ber-reinforced tissues such as articular cartilage, ligament and artery.
It is assumed that the elastic part of the solid is hyperelastic (Green elastic, a special case of a
Cauchy elastic material) and the stress-strain relationship can be derived from a strain energy
density function 	e.
Due to the additional viscous deformation, the free energy is composed of an elastic part and
a viscous part:
	

C; _C

= 	e (C) + 	v

C; _C

: (4.3.5)
The internal dissipation (or local entropy production) [51] is
Dint = S : 1
2
_C  0 _	e  0 : (4.3.6)
The derivation of 	e with respect to time becomes
Dint = S : 1
2
_C  0@	
e
@C
: _C =

1
2
S  0@	
e
@C

: _C  0 : (4.3.7)
It is assumed that viscous eects produce the local entropy. The derivation of 	v with respect
to _C reads
Dint = 0@	
v
@ _C
: _C  0 ; (4.3.8)
where C is not a variable, but a parameter in the denition of 	v, which means that cou-
pling between elastic and viscous eects can be separated from each other. From the assumption
and the above inequality, we obtain
1
2
S  0@	
e
@C

: _C = 0
@	v
@ _C
: _C ! S = 20

@	e
@C
+
@	v
@ _C

: (4.3.9)
Now we dene the elastic and viscous 2nd Piola-Kirchho stress tensor:
Se
def
= 20
@	e
@C
and Sv
def
= 20
@	v
@ _C
: (4.3.10)
In order to form the irreducible integrity bases of the tensors C for the elastic behavior, _C
for viscous behavior, and the structure tensor N0 (
def
= n0 
 n0; for the transversely isotropic
response) a set of 17 invariants I^i are needed, [14]:
	(C; _C;N0) = 	^
h
I^i(C; _C;N0)i=1;17
i
(4.3.11)
= 	^e
h
I(C;N0)=1;5
i
+ 	^v
h
J(C; _C;N0)=1;12
i
: (4.3.12)
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This free energy function is objective as it is described as a function of C, _C, and N0, Section
4.3.2.1.
The strain invariants I( = 1;    5) are
I1 = trC , I2 =
1
2

(trC)2   trC2 ;
I3 = detC = det
 
FTF

= detFT detF = J2 ,
I4 = N0 : C , I5 = N0 : C
2 = (n0 
 n0) : C2 = n0C2n0 ,
and the invariants of strain rate J( = 1;    12) are
J1 = tr _C , J2 =
1
2
tr _C2 ; J3 = det _C ,
J4 = N0 : _C , J5 = N0 : _C
2 ,
J6 = tr(C _C) , J7 = tr(C _C
2) , J8 = tr(C
2 _C) , J9 = tr(C
2 _C2) ,
J10 = tr(N0C _C) , J11 = tr(N0C _C
2) , J12 = tr(N0C
2 _C) .
The invariants I ( = 1; 2; 3) and J ( = 1; 2; 3; 6; 7; 8; 9) describe the isotropic response of
the material and I ( = 4; 5) and J ( = 4; 5; 10; 11; 12) the transversely isotropic response.
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4.3.2.1 Objectivity of the constitutive equation
In order to check the objectivity of the constitutive equation (4.3.12), i.e., to know whether
the constitutive equation is invariant under change of frame of reference, the arguments of
	^(C; _C;N0) should be analyzed.
Denoting new kinematic quantities registered by a new observer moving and rotating with
respect to the previous one by a superscript star, we obtain rst for the deformation gradient
and its material time derivative:
F = QF ; _F = _QF+Q _F and (4.3.13)
C = FTF = (QF)TQF = FTQTQF = FTF = C ; (4.3.14)
the right Cauchy-Green tensor C is proved to be invariant.
The material time derivative of the right Cauchy-Green tensor gives
_C = (FTF) = _FTF + FT _F = ( _QF+Q _F)TQF+ FTQT( _QF+Q _F)
= (FT _QT + _FTQT)QF+ FTQT( _QF+Q _F)
= FT _QTQF+ _FTQTQF+ FTQT _QF+ FTQTQ _F
= FT _QTQF+ _FTF+ FTQT _QF+ FT _F
= FT _QTQF+ _FTF+ FTQT _QF+ FT _F
= _FTF+ FT _F+ FT( _QTQ+QT _Q)F
= _FTF+ FT _F+ FT(QTQ)F
= _FTF+ FT _F
= (FTF) = _C ; (4.3.15)
and it is invariant.
The structure tensor N0 shows frame-indierence:
N0 = n

0 
 n0 = Qn0 
Qn0 = Qn0 
 n0QT = QN0QT :
The free energy function 	 is objective, as it is described as a function of C, _C, and N0 that
are either invariant or frame-indierent .
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4.3.2.2 Elastic stress tensor and viscous stress tensor
Using the following relations:
@ trA
@A
: X =
d
dt
[tr (A+ tX)] jt=0 = d
dt
[(A+ tX) : I] jt=0 = d
dt
(A+ tX) jt=0 : I
= X : I = I : X ! @ trA
@A
= I ;
@ trA2
@A
=
@(A : AT)
@A
=
@(A : A)
@A
= 2A : A;A = 2A : I = 2A ;
@ trA3
@A
=
@(A2 : AT)
@A
=
@(A2 : A)
@A
= A : A2;A +A
2 : A;A
= A : (A;AA+AA;A) +A
2 : I = A : (IA+AI) +A2
= A : [(I
 I)A+A(I
 I)] +A2 = A : [I
A+A
 I] +A2
= A : I
A+A : A
 I+A2 = ITAAT +ATAIT +A2
= 3A2 ;
which can be also derived from the Eq. (A.3.4), the rst derivatives of the invariants with
respect to C are obtained:
@I1
@C
=
@ trC
@C
= I ; (4.3.16)
@I2
@C
=
1
2
@
@C

(trC)2   trC2 = 1
2

2 trC
@ trC
@C
  2C

= trCI C = I1I C ;
(4.3.17)
@I3
@C
=
1
3
@
@C

trC3   3
2
trC2 trC+
1
2
(trC)3

=
1
3

3C2   3
2
 
2C trC+ trC2I

+
3
2
(trC)2 I

= C2  C trC  1
2
trC2I+
1
2
(trC)2 I = I3C
 1 ; (4.3.18)
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@I4
@C
= (N0 : C);C = N0 : C;C +C : N0;C = N0 : I+C : 0 = N0 + 0 = N0 ; (4.3.19)
@I5
@C
=
 
N0 : C
2

;C
= N0 : C
2
;C +C
2 : N0;C = N0 : (IC+CI) +C
2 : 0
= N0 : [(I
 I)C+C (I
 I)] + 0 = N0 : [I
 (IC) + (CI)
 I]
= N0 : [I
C+C
 I] = ITN0CT +CTN0IT = N0C+CN0
= n0 
 n0C+Cn0 
 n0 = n0 
Cn0 + n0C
 n0 def= n0C ; (4.3.20)
where the derivation of the structural tensor N0;C = 0.
The rst derivative of the strain rate invariants with respect to _C are
@J1
@ _C
=
@ tr _C
@ _C
= I ; (4.3.21)
@J2
@ _C
=
1
2
@
@ _C

I : _C2

=
1
2

_C2 : I; _C + I :
_C2
; _C

=
1
2

I : _C2
; _C

=
1
2
h
I :

I
 _C+ _C
 I
i
=
1
2

ITI _CT + _CTIIT

= _CT = _C ; (4.3.22)
@J3
@ _C
=
1
3
@
@ _C

tr _C3   3
2
tr _C2 tr _C+
1
2

tr _C
3
=
1
3

3 _C2   3
2

2 _C tr _C+ tr _C2I

+
3
2

tr _C
2
I

= _C2   _C tr _C  1
2
tr _C2I+
1
2

tr _C
2
I = J3 _C
 1 ; (4.3.23)
@J4
@ _C
=

N0 : _C

; _C
= N0 : _C; _C +
_C : N0; _C = N0 : I+ 0 = N0 ; (4.3.24)
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@J5
@ _C
=

N0 : _C
2

; _C
= N0 : _C
2
; _C
+ _C2 : N0; _C = N0 : (I
 _C+ _C
 I) + 0
= ITN0 _C
T + _CTN0I
T = N0 _C+ _CN0 = n0 
 n0 _C+ _Cn0 
 n0
= n0 
 _Cn0 + n0 _C
 n0 def= n0 _C ; (4.3.25)
@J6
@ _C
=

I : C _C

; _C
= 0 : C _C+ I :

C _C

; _C
= 0+ I : (0 _C+CI) = I : [C(I
 I)]
= I : [(CI)
 I] = I : (C
 I) = CTIIT = CT = C ; (4.3.26)
@J7
@ _C
=

I : C _C2

; _C
= C _C2 : I; _C + I :

C _C2

; _C
= C _C2 : 0+ I :

C; _C
_C2 +C _C2
; _C

= 0+ I :
h
0 _C+C

I
 _C+ _C
 I
i
= I : C

I
 _C+ _C
 I

= I :

CI
 _C+C _C
 I

= I :

C
 _C+C _C
 I

= I : C
 _C+ I : C _C
 I
= CTI _CT +

C _C
T
IIT = CT _CT +

C _C
T
= C _C+ _CC ; (4.3.27)
@J8
@ _C
=

I : C2 _C

; _C
= C2 _C : I; _C + I :

C2 _C

; _C
= C2 _C : 0+ I :

C2
; _C
_C+C2 _C; _C

= 0+ I :

0 _C+C2I

= 0+ I : 0+ I : C2I = 0+ 0+ I : C2 
 I
=
 
C2
T
IIT = C2 ; (4.3.28)
@J9
@ _C
=

I : C2 _C2

; _C
= C2 _C2 : I; _C + I :

C2 _C2

; _C
= C2 _C2 : 0+ I :

C2
; _C
_C2 +C2 _C2
; _C

= 0+ I :
h
0 _C2 +C2

I
 _C+ _C
 I
i
= 0+ I :

0+C2I
 _C+C2 _C
 I

= 0+ I : C2 
 _C+ I : C2 _C
 I = 0+  C2T I _CT + C2 _CT IIT
= 0+C2I _C+ _CT
 
C2
T
= C2 _C+ _CC2 ; (4.3.29)
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@J10
@ _C
=

I : N0C _C

; _C
= N0C _C : I _C + I :

N0; _CC
_C+N0C; _C
_C+N0C _C; _C

= 0+ I : (0+ 0+N0CI) = 0+ I : N0C
 I = (N0C)T IIT
= (N0C)
T = CTNT0 = CN0 ; (4.3.30)
@J11
@ _C
=

I : N0C _C
2

; _C
= I :

N0C _C
2
; _C

= I : N0C

I
 _C+ _C
 I

= I :

N0CI
 _C+N0C _C
 I

= I : N0C
 _C+ I : N0C _C
 I
= (N0C)
T I _CT +

N0C _C
T
IIT = CTNT0
_CT + _CTCTNT0 = CN0
_C+ _CCN0 ;
(4.3.31)
@J12
@ _C
=

I : N0C
2 _C

; _C
= I :

N0C
2 _C; _C

= I :
 
N0C
2I

= I :
 
N0C
2 
 I
=
 
N0C
2
T
IIT =
 
C2
T
NT0 = C
2N0 : (4.3.32)
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With the following notations
	e
def
=
@	e
@I
and 	v
def
=
@	v
@J
; (4.3.33)
the elastic and viscous 2nd Piola-Kirchho stress can be written in a simplied manner.
The elastic 2nd Piola-Kirchho stress is
Se = 20
@	e
@C
= 20
5X
=1

@	e
@I
@I
@C

= 20
5X
=1
(	eI;C)
= 20 (	
e
1I1;C +	
e
2I2;C +	
e
3I3;C +	
e
4I4;C +	
e
5I5;C)
= 20

	e1I+	
e
2 (trCI C) + 	e3I3C 1 +	e4N0 +	e5n0C

= 20

(	e1 +	
e
2I1) I 	e2C+	e3I3C 1 +	e4N0 +	e5n0C

: (4.3.34)
The viscous 2nd Piola-Kirchho stress is
Sv = 20
@	v
@ _C
= 20
12X
=1

@	v
@J
@J
@ _C

= 20
12X
=1
 
	vJ; _C

= 20

	v1J1; _C +	
v
2J2; _C +	
v
3J3; _C +	
v
4J4; _C +	
v
5J5; _C +	
v
6J6; _C
+	v7J7; _C +	
v
8J8; _C +	
v
9J9; _C +	
v
10J10; _C +	
v
11J11; _C +	
v
12J12; _C

= 20
h
	v1I+	
v
2
_C+	v3J3
_C 1 +	v4N0 +	
v
5n0 _C +	
v
6C+	
v
7

C _C+ _CC

+	v8C
2 +	v9

C2 _C+ _CC2

+	v10CN0 +	
v
11

CN0 _C+ _CCN0

+	v12C
2N0
i
:
(4.3.35)
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4.3.2.3 Elasticity tensor and viscosity tensor
The response of the material to the applied strain and strain rate can be specied by the
elasticity tensor and the viscosity tensor, respectively. The elasticity tensor Ae and viscosity
tensor Av are dened as
S = Se + Sv
def
= Ae : C+Av : _C ; (4.3.36)
where Se
def
= Ae : C and Sv
def
= Av : _C : (4.3.37)
By derivation of Se and Sv with respect to C and _C, respectively we obtain the material
tensors:
@Se
@C
= Ae;C : C+A
e : C;C = A
e
;C : C+A
e : I = Ae;C : C+A
e ; (4.3.38)
where Ae is the elasticity tensor and Ae;C : C is the modied elasticity tensor due to mass
change (growth) depending on the deformation in the case of an open system.
@Sv
@ _C
= Av
; _C
: _C+Av : _C; _C = A
v
; _C
: _C+Av : I = Av
; _C
: _C+Av ; (4.3.39)
where Av is the viscous tensor and Av
; _C
: _C is the modied viscous tensor due to mass change
(growth) depending on the deformation rate in the case of an open system.
On the other hand, the derivation of Se and Sv in (4.3.10) with respect to C and _C, respectively
@Se
@C
= 2
@0
@C

 @	
e
@C
+ 20
@2	e
@C2
; (4.3.40)
@Sv
@ _C
= 2
@0
@ _C

 @	
v
@ _C
+ 20
@2	v
@ _C2
: (4.3.41)
With comparing (4.3.38) and (4.3.40) we can deduce
Ae;C : C
def
= Ameg = 2
@0
@C

 @	
e
@C
and Ae = 20
@2	e
@C2
: (4.3.42)
The fourth-order tensor Ameg is the modied elasticity tensor due to the mass change.
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With considering (3.2.5) and assuming that the mass source  S is activated by the elastic strain
energy 	e, the term 2@0=@C can be written as
2
@0
@C
=
@0
@S0
 2@
S
0
@C
=
@0
@S0
 2
Z
@ S
@C
dt =
@0
@S0
 2
Z
@ S
@	e
@	e
@C
dt : (4.3.43)
Here, S0 is the solid mass density that can grow in a bioreactor.
If we introdue a scalar Se dened as @ S=@	e and consider (4.3.10), we obtain a second order
tensor Ae
! 2@
S
0
@C
= 2
Z
@ S
@	e
@	e
@C
dt =
Z
Se
Se
0
dt
def
= Ae : (4.3.44)
The physical meaning of Se is the change in mass source depending on strain energy (stim-
ulation) change, in Yi et al. [89, 90]. The second order tensor Ae is the modied solid mass
density depending on the deformation.
The modied elasticity tensor can be expressed by
Ameg = A^meg (0;	
e) =
@0
@S0
Ae 
 @	
e
@C
: (4.3.45)
In the present work, the mass source is assumed not to change in the bioreactor process (in
other words, not activated due to deformation):
@ S
@	e
= 0 ! Se = 0 ! Ae = 0 ! Ameg = 0 : (4.3.46)
There is no modied elasticity tensor resulting from mass change.
In the same way, we can deduce the following equations by comparing (4.3.39) and (4.3.41):
Av
; _C
: _C
def
= Amvg = 2
@0
@ _C

 @	
v
@ _C
and Av = 20
@2	v
@ _C2
: (4.3.47)
The fourth-order tensor Amvg is the modied viscosity tensor due to the mass change.
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By considering (3.2.5) and assuming that the mass source  S is activated by viscous potential,
	v, the term 2@0=@ _C can be written as
2
@0
@ _C
=
@0
@S0
 2@
S
0
@ _C
=
@0
@S0
 2
Z
@ S
@ _C
dt =
@0
@S0
 2
Z
@ S
@	v
@	v
@ _C
dt : (4.3.48)
If we introdue a scalar Sv dened as @ S=@	v and consider (4.3.10), we obtain a second order
tensor
! 2@
S
0
@ _C
= 2
Z
@ S
@	v
@	v
@ _C
dt =
Z
Sv
Sv
20
dt
def
= Av : (4.3.49)
The physical meaning of Sv is the change in mass source dependent on the viscous energy
change. The second order tensor Av means a modied solid mass density dependent on the
deformation rate.
The modied viscosity tensor can be expressed by
Amvg = A^mvg (0;	
v) =
@0
@S0
Av 
 @	
v
@ _C
: (4.3.50)
As the solid mass is assumed not to be activated dependent on deformation rate in a bioreactor
process, then
@ S
@	v
= 0 ! Sv = 0 ! Av = 0 ! Amvg = 0 : (4.3.51)
There is no modication of the viscosity tensor in consequence of the mass change in the
bioreactor process.
For the sake of convenience, we dene the following symbols for the derivations of the free
energies with respect to its invariants:
	e =
@2	e
@I@I
; 	v =
@2	v
@J@J
: (4.3.52)
In our case of constant mass, a closed system, we have Ameg = Amvg = 0 and the elasticity
tensor Ae and viscosity tensor Av can be calculated as follows.
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Elasticity tensor Ae:
Ae = 20
@2	e
@C2
=
@Se
@C
= 20
@
@C
5X
=1
(	eI;C)
= 20
@
@C

(	e1 +	
e
2I1) I 	e2C+	e3I3C 1 +	e4N0 +	e5n0C

;
Ae
20
= I (	e1 +	e2I1);C + (	e1 +	e2I1) I;C  C	e2;C  	e2C;C
+C 1  (	e3I3);C +	e3I3C 1;C +N0 	e4;C +	e4N0;C +n0C 	e5;C +	e5n0C;C :
With the identities (A.3.10), (A.3.11), and (A.3.12), we obtain
N0;C = 0,
n0C
def
= N0C+CN0 ,
n0C;C = (N0C+CN0);C = N0C;C +C;CN0 = N0I+ IN0 = N0 
 I+ I
N0 and
	e!;C =
5X
=1
(	e!I;C) ; where ! = 1;    5 .
Ae
20
= I (	e1 +	e2I1);C  C	e2;C  	e2I
+C 1  (	e3I3);C +	e3I3
  C 1 
C 1+N0 	e4;C
+n0C 	e5;C +	e5 (N0 
 I+ I
N0)
= I
"
5X
=1
	e1I;C +
 
5X
=1
	e2I;C
!
I1 +	
e
2I1;C
#
 C
5X
=1
	e2I;C  	e2I
+C 1 
" 
5X
=1
	e3I;C
!
I3 +	
e
3I3;C
#
 	e3I3C 1 
C 1
+N0 
5X
=1
	e4I;C
+n0C 
5X
=1
	e5I;C +	
e
5 (N0 
 I+ I
N0)
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! A
e
20
= I [	e11I1;C +	e12I2;C +	e13I3;C +	e14I4;C +	e15I5;C
+(	e21I1;C +	
e
22I2;C +	
e
23I3;C +	
e
24I4;C +	
e
25I5;C) I1 +	
e
2I1;C]
 C (	e21I1;C +	e22I2;C +	e23I3;C +	e24I4;C +	e25I5;C) 	e2I
+C 1  [(	e31I1;C +	e32I2;C +	e33I3;C +	e34I4;C +	e35I5;C) I3 +	e3I3;C]
 	e3I3C 1 
C 1 +N0  (	e41I1;C +	e42I2;C +	e43I3;C +	e44I4;C +	e45I5;C)
+n0C  (	e51I1;C +	e52I2;C +	e53I3;C +	e54I4;C +	e55I5;C) + 	e5 (N0 
 I+ I
N0)
= I [(	e11 +	e21I1 +	e2) I1;C + (	e12 +	e22I1) I2;C
+(	e13 +	
e
23I1) I3;C + (	
e
14 +	
e
24I1) I4;C + (	
e
15 +	
e
25I1) I5;C]
 C (	e21I1;C +	e22I2;C +	e23I3;C +	e24I4;C +	e25I5;C)
+C 1  I3

	e31I1;C +	
e
32I2;C +

	e33 +
	e3
I3

I3;C +	
e
34I4;C +	
e
35I5;C

+N0  (	e41I1;C +	e42I2;C +	e43I3;C +	e44I4;C +	e45I5;C)
+n0C  (	e51I1;C +	e52I2;C +	e53I3;C +	e54I4;C +	e55I5;C)
 	e2I 	e3I3C 1 
C 1 +	e5 (N0 
 I+ I
N0)
= I [(	e11 +	e21I1 +	e2) I+ (	e12 +	e22I1) (trCI C)
+ (	e13 +	
e
23I1) I3C
 1 + (	e14 +	
e
24I1)N0 + (	
e
15 +	
e
25I1)n0C

 C 	e21I+	e22 (trCI C) + 	e23I3C 1 +	e24N0 +	e25n0C
+C 1  I3

	e31I+	
e
32 (trCI C) +

	e33 +
	e3
I3

I3C
 1 +	e34N0 +	
e
35n0C

+N0 

	e41I+	
e
42 (trCI C) + 	e43I3C 1 +	e44N0 +	e45n0C

+n0C 

	e51I+	
e
52 (trCI C) + 	e53I3C 1 +	e54N0 +	e55n0C

 	e2I 	e3I3C 1 
C 1 +	e5 (N0 
 I+ I
N0)
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! A
e
20
= I [(	e11 +	e21I1 +	e2 + (	e12 +	e22I1) trC) I  (	e12 +	e22I1)C
+(	e13 +	
e
23I1) I3C
 1 + (	e14 +	
e
24I1)N0 + (	
e
15 +	
e
25I1)n0C

 C (	e21 +	e22 trC) I 	e22C+	e23I3C 1 +	e24N0 +	e25n0C
+C 1  I3

(	e31 +	
e
32 trC) I 	e32C+ (	e33I3 +	e3)C 1 +	e34N0 +	e35n0C

+N0 

(	e41 +	
e
42 trC) I 	e42C+	e43I3C 1 +	e44N0 +	e45n0C

+n0C 

(	e51 +	
e
52 trC) I 	e52C+	e53I3C 1 +	e54N0 +	e55n0C

 	e2I 	e3I3C 1 
C 1 +	e5 (N0 
 I+ I
N0) :
With the identities trC = I1, 	
e
 = 	
e
, it can be simplied
Ae
20
= I  	e11 + 2	e12I1 +	e2 +	e22I21 I  (	e12 +	e22I1)C
+(	e13 +	
e
23I1) I3C
 1 + (	e14 +	
e
24I1)N0 + (	
e
15 +	
e
25I1)n0C

 C (	e12 +	e22I1) I 	e22C+	e23I3C 1 +	e24N0 +	e25n0C
+C 1  I3

(	e13 +	
e
23I1) I 	e23C+ (	e33I3 +	e3)C 1 +	e34N0 +	e35n0C

+N0 

(	e14 +	
e
24I1) I 	e24C+	e34I3C 1 +	e44N0 +	e45n0C

+n0C 

(	e15 +	
e
25I1) I 	e25C+	e35I3C 1 +	e45N0 +	e55n0C

 	e2I 	e3I3C 1 
C 1 +	e5 (N0 
 I+ I
N0) : (4.3.53)
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Viscosity tensor Av:
Av = 20
@2	v
@ _C2
=
@Sv
@ _C
= 20
@
@ _C
12X
=1
 
	vJ; _C

= 20
@
@ _C
h
	v1I+	
v
2
_C+	v3J3
_C 1 +	v4N0 +	
v
5n0 _C +	
v
6C+	
v
7

C _C+ _CC

+	v8C
2 +	v9

C2 _C+ _CC2

+	v10CN0 +	
v
11

CN0 _C+ _CCN0

+	v12C
2N0
i
Av
20
=
@
@ _C
h
	v1I+	
v
2
_C+	v3J3
_C 1 +	v4N0 +	
v
5n0 _C +	
v
6C+	
v
7

C _C+ _CC

+	v8C
2 +	v9

C2 _C+ _CC2

+	v10CN0 +	
v
11

CN0 _C+ _CCN0

+	v12C
2N0
i
= I	v
1; _C
+	v1I; _C +
_C	v
2; _C
+	v2
_C; _C +
_C 1  (	v3J3); _C +	v3J3 _C 1; _C
+N0 	v4; _C +	v4N0; _C +n0 _C 	v5; _C +	v5n0 _C; _C +C	v6; _C +	v6C; _C
+

C _C+ _CC

	v7;C +	v7

C _C+ _CC

; _C
+C2 	v
8; _C
+	v8C
2
; _C
+

C2 _C+ _CC2

	v
9; _C
+	v9

C2 _C+ _CC2

; _C
+CN0 	v10; _C +	v10 (CN0); _C
+

CN0 _C+ _CCN0

	v
11; _C
+	v11

CN0 _C+ _CCN0

; _C
+C2N0 	v12; _C +	v12
 
C2N0

; _C
:
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With the identities (A.3.10), (A.3.11) (A.3.12) we obtain
N0; _C = 0 ,
n0 _C; _C =

N0 _C+ _CN0

; _C
= N0 _C; _C +
_C; _CN0 = N0I+ IN0 = N0 
 I+ I
N0 ,
C _C+ _CC

; _C
= C _C; _C+
_C; _CC = CI+IC = C
I+I
C,

C2 _C+ _CC2

; _C
= C2
I+I
C2 ,
(CN0); _C = (C
2N0); _C = 0,

CN0 _C+ _CCN0

; _C
= CN0 
 I+ I
CN0 and
	v
!; _C
def
= v! =
12X
=1
 
	v!J; _C

where ! = 1;    12 .
With these, we obtain
Av
20
:
Av
20
= I	v
1; _C
+ _C	v
2; _C
+	v2I+
_C 1  (	v3J3); _C +	v3J3

  _C 1 
 _C 1

+N0 	v4; _C +n0 _C 	v5; _C +	v5 (N0 
 I+ I
N0) +C	v6; _C
+

C _C+ _CC

	v7;C +	v7 (C
 I+ I
C) +C2 	v8; _C
+

C2 _C+ _CC2

	v
9; _C
+	v9
 
C2 
 I+ I
C2+CN0 	v10; _C
+

CN0 _C+ _CCN0

	v
11; _C
+	v11 (CN0 
 I+ I
CN0) +C2N0 	v12; _C
= Iv1 + _Cv2 +	v2I+ _C 1 
 
v3J3 +	
v
3J3; _C

+	v3J3

  _C 1 
 _C 1

+N0 v4 +n0 _C v5 +	v5 (N0 
 I+ I
N0) +Cv6
+

C _C+ _CC

v7 +	v7 (C
 I+ I
C) +C2 v8 +

C2 _C+ _CC2

v9
+	v9
 
C2 
 I+ I
C2+CN0 v10 + CN0 _C+ _CCN0v11
+	v11 (CN0 
 I+ I
CN0) +C2N0 v12 : (4.3.54)
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4.3.3 Simplications
In order to dene a constitutive law of our material, the corresponding Helmholtz free energy
	 is postulated with the following simplications.
• Simplication 1: The diusion of uid is regarded as a determining factor for stress-
relaxation phenomena of the material. Due to the limited experimental condition and
many constants in the viscosity tensor, the viscous phenomenon cannot be identied
separately from the diusion. The contribution of the solid viscosity Av to the stress-
relaxation is assumed to be small compared to that of the uid diusion and therefore
neglected (	v  0). Thus, the free energy (4.3.12) is reduced to
	 = 	^e(;N0) : (4.3.55)
If the solid fraction would be bigger, then the viscosity of the solid should be superposed.
• Simplication 2: Providing a stress free undistorted initial conguration, i.e.  ( =
0) = 0, the free energy function for the transversely isotropic material is postulated:
	^e(I1; I2; I3; I4; I5) =

2
I21 +Gp(I
2
1   2I2) + I4I1 + 2(Gt  Gp)I5 +

2
I24 : (4.3.56)
Its derivative with respect to  yields the stress tensor :
 =
@	^e
@
= I1I+ 2Gp+ (I1N0 + I4I) + 2(Gt  Gp)(N0+ N0) + I4N0 ; (4.3.57)
and the fourth-order elasticity tensor Ae is
Ae =
@2	^e
@2
= I
 I+ 2GpI+ (I
N0 +N0 
 I) + 2(Gt  Gp)(N0I+ IN0) + N0 
N0 :
(4.3.58)
In Voigt notation it can be expressed by a 6  6 stiness matrix for the preferred X2-
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direction:
Ce =
266666666664
+ 2Gp +   0 0 0
+  + 2 +  + 4Gt   2Gp +  0 0 0
 +  + 2Gp 0 0 0
0 0 0 Gt 0 0
0 0 0 0 Gp 0
0 0 0 0 0 Gt
377777777775
: (4.3.59)
• Simplication 3: In the initial condition, where the material contains no collagen type
II bers, the material is assumed to be isotropic (N0 = 0; I4 = I5 = 0). Owing to the
synthesization of bers, a preferred direction of the material (n0 6= 0) appears and the
material becomes transversely isotropic. The anisotropy of the material is regarded as a
result of a remodeling eect.
• Simplication 4: Only positive activity of cells, i.e. increase of stiness resulting from
synthesization of collagen type II bers is considered. Negative activity of cells, i.e.
stiness decrease (resorption, degradation of material) or normal activity (dead zone or
lazy zone) are not included, Fig. 4.3.
4.3.4 Diusive-remodeled materials: IAM model
The stress is assumed to evolve in two dierent time scales, a short time scale and a long time
scale.
In a short time-scale (the time scale is seconds) the stress evolves depending on its actual
stress and deformation. Thereby, the behavior of uid plays an important role. Due to the
squashed uid, the stress decreases under constant compressive strain (stress relaxation) and
is dened as diusive stress.
Due to the material (collagen type-II) newly synthesized in a bioreactor the mechanical proper-
ties are modied (i.e. remodeling of solid part) in a long time-scale (the time scale is weeks).
The remodeling eect causes an additional stress named remodelled stress. We assume that
only the elasticity tensor evolves due to the collagen type-II and that its synthesization depends
on the actual elasticity tensor and the free energy density.
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Diusive stress (in short time-scale)
The uid-saturated biphasic material shows relaxation of stresses in compression tests which
results from the diusion of the uid through pores of the solid structure. It is assumed that
the stress evolves in short time scale depending on the actual stress and the deformation:
_Sd = _^Sd(S;C) : (4.3.60)
Stoel et al. [76] proposed that rate of diusive stress is proportional to the stress:
_Sd =  D S ; (4.3.61)
D = D^(C) ; (4.3.62)
where D is a diusion parameter that depends on the deformation and gives a relation between
the viscous eect and the uid motion in consequence of deformation.
If the stress is expressed in the Eulerian description, then the evolution equation is
_d = sph _d + dev _d = _^d(; ") =  D(") =  D (sph + dev) ; (4.3.63)
where sph =
1
3
trI denotes the spherical part and dev the deviatoric part of .
Moreover, we assume that the normal stress is only related with the diusion:
_d = sph _d =  D sph and dev _d =  D dev = 0 : (4.3.64)
If the inertial force in the balance of linear momentum (B.2.3b) is neglected, the balance of
linear momentum becomes
0 = div + b : (4.3.65)
Here, the stress and the body force can be split into an elastic and a diusive part:
0 = div + b
def
= div +  = div
 
e + d
  e   d ; (4.3.66)
where e and d are the elastic and diusive part of the volumetric force, respectively.
The elastic and diusive volumetric forces are assumed to be separated from each other and
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the diusive volumetric force, d, induced by the diusion of uid through the pores explains
the stress relaxation curve by compression test:
d = divd = div
Z
_ddt =   div
Z
(D sph) dt =  
Z
div (D sph) dt
=  
Z
(gradD sph +D div sph) dt : (4.3.67)
With the further assumption that the material is homogenous with respect to the diusion
parameter D, gradD = 0, the above equation becomes
d =  
Z
D div sphdt =  
Z
D div

1
3
trI

dt =  1
3
Z
D div (trI) dt
=  1
3
Z
D (I grad tr + tr div I) dt =  1
3
Z
D grad trdtI
=  1
3
Z
D grad trdt =  1
3
Z
D grad tr
 
s + f

dt : (4.3.68)
Here, s is the stress of the solid and f the stress of the uid.
With the assumption that the uid stress in the deformed conguration is the hydrostatic
pressure p:
f =  pI ; (4.3.69)
the diusive volumetric force due to uid df can be estimated:
df =  1
3
Z
D grad trfdt =  1
3
Z
D grad(f : I)dt
=
1
3
Z
D grad(pI : I)dt =
Z
D grad pdt : (4.3.70)
In case of the unconned compression test (compression in x2-direction, in x1  and x3  direc-
tions are not conned, Fig. 5.14 ), the volumetric force reads
df = dfi ei =
Z
Dp;i dtei ; (4.3.71)
and the force in compression direction due to the diusion is
df2 =
Z
D
@p
@x2
dt : (4.3.72)
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Especially, D is assumed to be a function of a volumetric strain "V (= "ii = "11 + "22 + "33) in
order to describe deformation-dependent diusion:
D = D^("V) = D0 +D1"V (4.3.73)
where D0 and D1 are material parameters describing the relation of volume change and the
stress relaxation over time during the compression test.
Remodeled stress (in long time-scale)
The newly synthesized material (collagen type-II) in the bioreactor changes the material prop-
erties in a long time scale, and it is postulated that only the elasticity tensor Ae changes as a
function of the actual elasticity and the free energy density, and it has its own critical value:
_Ae = _^Ae(Ae;	); where Ae0  Ae  Aecrit : (4.3.74)
where Ae0 is an initial elasticity and A
e
crit is its critical value.
Ar
Ae +Ar
Ae = Ae +Ar
simulation;	
Ae = Ae0 A
e = Aecrit
Ae +Ar  Aecrit
Ae +Ar < Aecrit
mechanical
Figure 4.4: Flowchart of elasticity remodeling
Further, the following evolution law of the stiness is proposed:
_Ae = k
n
p
	(Aecrit  Ae) ; 	 = 	^(C) (4.3.75)
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where k and n are remodeling parameters describing the remodeling velocity, [77] and [87].
The physical meaning of the Eq. (4.3.75) is that the stiness tensor evolves due to the mechan-
ical stimulus up to a critical value that is obtained at the end of stimulation in a bioreactor.
4.3.5 Summary of the IAM model
From Section 4.3.3 and Section 4.3.4, we propose the following model for the cell-seeded con-
densed collagen gel material on the basis of the diusive-remodelled elastic phenomenon.
The total stress rate is
_ = _e + _d : (4.3.76)
Its elastic part is
e = Ae :  : (4.3.77)
The rate of elastic stress is
_e = _Ae :  = _Ae : + Ae : _  Ae : _ ; (4.3.78)
where _Ae  0 in short time-scale. Ae evolves in long time-scale according to Eq. (4.3.75).
The stress evolves in short time-scale (compression test) as a function of the volumetric strain.
From Eqs. (4.3.64) and (4.3.73), the following stress is added
_d =  D0 +D1"V
3
iiI ; (4.3.79)
which explains the stress relaxation due to uid behavior.
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4.3.6 Comparison of KLM model and IAM model
Kuei, Lai, and Mow (KLM) regarded the interaction between the solid and uid phase as a
determining factor for the mechanical behavior of a biphasic tissue. Thus, the permeability
plays an important role, how much uid ow in and out of the porous material according to
external force.
They modeled articular cartilage as a homogeneous binary mixture of an incompressible,
isotropic, linearly elastic solid and an incompressible, inviscid uid (KLM model) [55].
The constitutive equations are given by
solid phase: s =  pI+ s tr "+ 2s" ; (4.3.80a)
uid phase: f =  pI ; (4.3.80b)
where superscript s stands for the solid phase and f for uid.  and " are the stress and strain
tensor, respectively. p is the pressure,  is the solid content dened by the ratio of solid volume
to uid volume (
def
= V s=V f), s and s are Lame constants for solid phase.
The balance of linear momentum (B.2.3b) is
solid phase: sDst v
s = divs + sbs ; (4.3.81a)
uid phase: fDft v
f = divf + fbf ; (4.3.81b)
where vs=f is velocity of the solid/uid phase and D
s=f
t is the material time derivative with
respect to solid/uid phase. Under quasi-static conditions, the inertial force can be neglected:
solid phase: ! 0 = divs + sbs = divs    ; (4.3.82a)
uid phase: ! 0 = divf + fbf = divf +  ; (4.3.82b)
where the force interacting between the two phases is assumed to be the volumetric force 
which is the diusive body force. It can be derived from Darcy's law as follows.
The Darcy's law states the ow rate Q (m3=s) through a porous solid is proportional to the
permeability k (m2), the gradient of the pressure P applied to the body and the area A, and
inversely proportional to the dynamic viscosity  (Pa  s):
Q =  kA

gradP =  A
K
gradP or q =
Q
A
=  k

gradP =   1
K
gradP ; (4.3.83)
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where q (m=s) is the ux of discharge per unit area and K

=

k
;Ns=m4

is the constant
diusive drag coecient.
The formula above can be adjusted to the model. The ow rate per unit area q(= Q=A) is the
velocity of uid relative to solid:
q = vfs = vf   vs =  grad p
K
! K(vs   vf) = grad p ; (4.3.84)
where p is the hydrostatic pressure.
If we dene grad p as a force per volume :

def
= grad p = K(vs   vf) ; (4.3.85)
it has a physical meaning that a force per volume depends on the permeability k, the dynamic
viscosity  and the relative motion of uid vfs. For example, the more volumetric force is
caused with a bigger dynamic viscosity or with a bigger relative velocity of uid or a smaller
permeability. On the contrary, the higher porosity means the higher permeability and the
smaller diusive drag coecient and the diusive force due to uid behavior becomes smaller.
The continuity equations are
solid phase: Dt 
s + s div vs = 0 ; (4.3.86a)
uid phase: Dt 
f + f div vf = 0 : (4.3.86b)
With an assumption of incompressibility of solid and uid phase (Dt 
s=f = 0) it can be simpli-
ed:
solid phase: ! div vs = 0 ; (4.3.87a)
uid phase: ! div vf = 0 : (4.3.87b)
In consideration of the solid content , the following continuity equation governing the binary
mixture of an incompressible solid and an incompressible uid is obtained:
div vf +  div vs = 0 : (4.3.88)
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In terms of body force, we can compare the KLM model and the IAM model proposed in
Section 4.3.4.
The body force  of the KLM model, Eq. (4.3.85), is a volumetric force that is related with the
uid ow. In the IAM model, the uid ow is considered in a volumetric strain "V on which
the diusion parameter D depends. Therefore, the diusive volumetric force due to uid df
of the IAM model, Eq. (4.3.70), corresponds to the body force  of the KLM model:
 = K(vs   vf) != df =
Z
(D0 +D1"V) grad p dt : (4.3.89)
Let us think a special case that there is no relative motion of uid with respect to solid (vf = vs).
The KLM model gives, there is no body force ( = 0) and the IAM model also gives df = 0,
as no relative motion of uid means grad p = 0.
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Chapter 5
Experiments
5.1 Cell-seeded condensed collagen gel
The preparation of specimens explained in this section and the histologies described in the next
section were carried out in the Department for Orthopaedics and Trauma Surgery, University
Hospital Aachen.
Collagen type I matrix system is important as a cartilage repair material.
Most of the established matrix systems [61] use collagen type I of bovine origin seeded in high
cell densities. In contrast, we use collagen type I gel made of rat tail collagen (CaReS, Arthro
Kinetics, Esslingen, Germany) for the cultivation of human chondrocytes in low cell densities
[31].
After seeding the collagen type I gel with human chondrocytes with a cell density of ca. 2 
105 cells=ml, the collagen is condensed by weights (between 2 4 kg) in a compression chamber
for 6   12 hrs, Fig. 5.1. When the cell-seeded collagen type I gel is completely consolidated,
the specimens are manufactured with stamping of a circular cutting blade.
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Figure 5.1: Chamber for cell-seeded condensed collagen type I matrix, [63]
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Due to the restrictions imposed by the bioreactor, the diameter of a specimen is 10 mm and
the thickness 2  3 mm.
Figure 5.2 shows photos of specimens from the cell-seeded condensed collagen gel type I matrix,
a saturated and a dried one. The solid state possesses less than 10 % of the whole weight and
the uid possesses more than 90 %.
(a) Saturated (210 mg) (b) Dried (16 mg)
Figure 5.2: Cell-seeded condensed collagen type I matrix
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5.2 Bioreactor
5.2.1 Bioreactor system
Bioreactors are developed in order to stimulate cell-seeded condensed collagen gel type I me-
chanically [75].
Our bioreactor is composed of four parts, see Fig. 5.3 : a support with loading device (Part 1),
a cultivation cylinder (Part 2), a rod for load application (Part 3) and a loading device (Part
4). Before running a bioreactor, all the parts are sterilized [78].
The cell-seeded specimens as presented in Section 5.1 are put on a slot in a cylindrical chamber
and soaked in nutrient medium under sterile condition (Part 2). After the cylinder is screwed
on, the bioreactor system is put together and ready to run in non-sterile conditions. Gas ex-
change is also possible through two membrane ventilators (the blue parts in the Fig. 5.4).
Rotation of a motor of the loading device (Part 4) drives the vertical rod (Part 3) up and
down periodically with a frequency of ca. 1/3 Hz via an excentric. The periodic moving rod
compresses the specimen by ca. one third of its thickness. In order to prevent germs intrusion,
a rubber coat covers the guideway between rod and cylinder chamber (Part 3). During the
mechanical stimulation, the nutrient medium is squeezed out when compressed and soaked in
when released, which makes cells more active than the case of not-mechanically stimulated cells.
The vertical forces are measured directly by the load cell (Part 1) which is xed under the spec-
imen. The bioreactor runs in an incubator at a constant temperature of 37 C for four weeks,
which gives an acceptable explanation for the assumption of isothermal process in Subsection
4.3.1.
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Figure 5.3: Drawing of a bioreactor
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Figure 5.4: A photo of a bioreactor
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The following histological sections Fig. 5.5 show the eciency of the bioreactor.
(a) Stimulated (b) Not-stimulated
100 m
Figure 5.5: Comparison of mechanically stimulated and not-stimulated specimens
The histology of the specimen stimulated in a bioreactor for four weeks shows more synthesized
collagen type II ber than that of not-stimulated specimen. Its ber layers are discernible, more
and thicker. On the other hand, the specimen not mechanically stimulated but supplied only
with nutrition synthesize collagen type II ber less than that and its layers are indistinguishable.
A quantitative comparison can be made only through copression tests, Section 5.4.
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5.2.2 Phenomena occuring in a bioreactor
During running the bioreactor, the seeded cells (chondrocytes in collagen type I) consume the
nutrient and synthesize collagen type II bers which enhance the mechanical properties of the
tissue, as Fig. 5.6 illustrates.
cell
stimulus for weeks
periodic loading
scaold
Stimulation After stimulation
nutrient medium
ca.2 mm
with collagen type II
Cylindrical specemen
collagen type II ber
ca.10 mm
axis of
symmetry
rotational
Figure 5.6: Sketch of a bioreactor
Before the stimulation in a bioreactor, a specimen contains cells and collagen type I, but after
four weeks of mechanical stimulation, newly synthesized collagen type II bers are also ob-
served. The more synthesized collagen type II bers appear the stier the specimen become.
The following photos are histologies of the specimen photographed by Karsten Gavenis [31],
[61].
In Fig. 5.7, the dark brown layers are newly synthesized collagen type II bers. Their direction
is perpendicular to the loading direction and they form layers.
By comparison, the histologies of the specimen (see Fig. 5.7 (b)) supplied with nutrition, but
not mechanically stimulated, do not show discernible layers. The initial state containing only
chondrocytes and collagen type I shows faint histologies, Fig. 5.7 (a).
These comparisons are only eye measure and can be quantitatively measured through compres-
sion test, Section 5.4.
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(a) Initial state
(b) After 4 weeks in nutrient medium without stimulation
Stimulation
direction
100 m
(c) After 4 week-bioreactor stimulation
Figure 5.7: Histologies after 4 weeks stimulation in a bioreactor
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5.2.3 Signals from bioreactors
Figure 5.8 illustrates signals from the bioreactors. The upper green line and the lower red line
respectively represent the rod rotations (stimulations) and the signals from the load cell which
measures the reaction forces of the specimens according to the stimulation. Even though the
compression depth of specimen cannot be measured, we can see whether the specimens are
correctly stimulated, by checking whether the reaction forces correspond to the stimulus.
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Figure 5.8: Signals from a bioreactor, at rst day
The above two gures in Fig. 5.8 were recorded at the rst day of a bioreactor stimulation.
Even though the cell-seeded condensed collagen gel was already condensed in a compression
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chamber, the material looks instable at the beginning of bioreactor stimulation and it becomes
thinner.
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Figure 5.9: Signals from a bioreactor, at sixteenth day
The force signal recorded at the sixteenth day, shown in Fig. 5.9, looks stable compared to
the ones recorded at the rst day. But the periodic stimulation (compression) in a bioreactor
condense the specimens, which leads to decrease of the thickness.
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Figure 5.10: Signals from a bioreactor, at nineteenth day
As the thickness of the specimen becomes smaller, the reaction force signal becomes weak,
which results in insucient stimulation. Therefore, the rod should be pulled downward several
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times during the bioreactor runs in order to stimulate adequately. As the adjustment of the
rod position is carried out manually - a rule of thumb, it is very dicult to keep a constant
stimulation (force). Figure 5.10 shows the signals after adjusting the rod position. The bigger
force on the nineteenth day than that at sixteenth day, Fig. 5.9, doesn't mean that the stiness
of the specimen increases but the origin of the rod is lowered.
As the signals from bioreactors are not sucient for stating material properties, mechanical
tests should be performed, Section 5.3. If we perform mechanical test every week, we can follow
changes of material properties (remodeling eects) that are arisen due to cell activity.
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5.3 Mechanical tests for soft tissues
Mechanical properties of soft tissues can be determined by tension, pure shear, compression,
bending, and torsion tests. Among them the rst three tests are the most relevant tests, Gao
et al. [27] and Miller [57].
Uniaxial tension test is very popular for elastomer. The specimen must be much longer in
the direction of stretching than in the width and thickness dimensions, left Fig. 5.11. There
should be no lateral constraint to specimen thinning.
Pure shear experiment looks like a very wide uniaxial tension test, middle Fig. 5.11. While
a specimen is stretched in its longitudinal direction in the case of an uniaxial tensile test, a
specimen is loaded in its lateral direction in the pure shear test. Then, a state of pure shear
exists in the specimen at a 45 degree angle to the stretching direction. The most signicant
aspect of the specimen is that it is much shorter in the direction of stretching than the width.
The specimen is perfectly constrained in the lateral direction such that all specimen thickening
occurs in the thickness direction. There is no rigid body rotation of the overall material element
as it deforms but the axial compression of the grips induces only the shearing motion.
Compression test, right Fig. 5.11, is widely used for soft tissue such as articular cartilage
and meniscus, for they are mainly compressed during walking motion in vivo.
F
F
Pure shear test specimen
F
F
Compression test specimenTension test specimen
FF
Figure 5.11: Specimens for uniaxial tension test and compression test
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There are three kinds of compression test: unconned compression, conned compression, and
indentation test.
In unconned compression test, left Fig. 5.12, a tissue specimen is compressed between
impermeable plate and impermeable stamp to a predened stress or strain. Due to the imper-
meability boundary condition, interstitial uid ows out only in lateral direction.
In conned compression test, middle Fig. 5.12, a soft tissue specimen is placed in a imper-
meable chamber and compressed with a permeable stamp. Due to the boundary condition of
impermeable plate, the interstitial uid ows into pores of the stamp. In both unconned and
conned tests, tissue specimen should be cut out.
But in indentation test, right Fig. 5.12, a tissue specimen does not need to be cut out. It
is compressed with a plane- or spherical-ended cylindrical indenter whose cross section area is
smaller than that of tissue. In the test, the interstitial uid ows out in any direction except
for the case of impermeable indenter. The test can be particularly used for tissue in vivo, i.e.
in surgery.
Specimen
Impermeable plate
Impermeable
Stamp
Specimen
Permeable
Stamp
Impermeable plate
Soft Tissue
Subchondral bone
Impermeable or
permeable
indenter
Indentation testConned compression testUnconned compression test
Figure 5.12: Various compression tests
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The most common compression tests of a viscoelastic material are stress relaxation tests
and creep tests.
In stress-relaxation tests, a predened compressive strain is applied and the corresponding
stress is measured as a a function of time, left Fig. 5.13. With the relation between the
constant increasing strain (0   A) and the corresponding stress (0   A0), Young's modulus is
obtained. If the strain is held constant (A B), the stress decreases with time (A0 B0, stress
relaxation).
In creep test, a predened compressive stress is applied and the corresponding strain is measured
as a a function of time, right Fig. 5.13. With the relation between the constant increasing stress
(0 C) and the corresponding strain (0 C 0), Young's modulus is obtained. Holding the stress
constant (C  D), the strain increases with time (C 0  D0, creep).
Stress relaxation tests and creep tests in case of tension has the same principle as in the
compression test. A specimen is stretched and the force is traction.
Time
Time
Force
Displacement
Relaxation Creep
Time
Time
Force
A0
A B
B0
C D
D0
0 0
00
Displacement
C0
Figure 5.13: Relaxation and creep
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5.4 Compression test
5.4.1 Compression testing
As the given geometry of specimen, Section 5.1 (suitable only for compression test), a compres-
sion test is performed. Among them an unconned compression test is carried out for material
properties testing. Figure 5.14 shows a compression test on a MTS material testing machine.
                 
X1
Stamp
Specimen
X2
Signals of
Bottom
force and displacement
Figure 5.14: Compression test
The specimen is laid on a sandpaper and compressed with a stamp whose end is also covered
with a sandpaper. Due to the sandpaper the specimen is compressed without sliding and
the uid of the specimen is squeezed only in directions perpendicular to X2 (undrained in
X2-direction). In X1 and X3 directions the specimen is unconstrained.
In order to measure the Young's modulus, the specimen is compressed by a third of its thickness
at a given velocity (compressional velocity = 0:5 mm=s). The reaction force and the displace-
ment of stamp (displacement of specimen top edge) are recorded over time. Then the position
of the stamp is kept constant at the height of two third of the thickness of the specimen for 20
seconds. After that, the specimen is released with the same velocity.
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5.4.2 Signals from compression tests
The diagrams in Fig. 5.15 are the signals of the compression tests. The green dashed line
represents the displacement of specimen top edge and the red line represents the reaction force.
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Figure 5.15: Signals from a compression test, before bioreactor stimulation
The curve is divided into three phases: compression at a constant strain rate, stress relaxation
under a constant strain, and the release. For less than 5 % strain, the material behavior is
linear. Under a constant strain of about  0:35, a decrease of the stress (stress relaxation from
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 0:23 MPa to  0:0025 MPa for 20 seconds) is observed.
The closed area is a hysteresis loop and shows the amount of energy lost in a loading and
unloading cycle. It is equal to
H
 d" , where symbols are dened in the beginning.
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Figure 5.16: Signals from a compression test, after a one-week bioreactor stimulation
Due to the continuous periodic loading, the material is condensed (volumetric decrease), and
the specimen becomes thinner. The condensing process is distinct during the rst week.
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Figure 5.17: Signals from a compression test, after a two-week bioreactor stimulation
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Figure 5.18: Signals from a compression test, after a third-week bioreactor stimulation
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Figure 5.19: Signals from a compression test, after a four-week bioreactor stimulation
As seen in Fig. 5.15, the material behavior under compression is non-linear and the stress-
relaxation due to uid behavior is noticeable. In order to validate the proposed model, Section
4.3, we have to compare the simulation curve with the above compression test results.
Since thickness and diameter of specimen are dierent from each other due to various condensing
process of material, the dierent geometry of specimen should be taken into account.
The thickness of specimen becomes thinner, as uid ows out during the comression phase and
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does not ow in in the release phase. The positive force in small peaks of the release phase in
Fig. 5.16, 5.17, 5.18 and 5.19 is a drag force due to adhesion and weight of specimen hanging
at the stamp.
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Numerical modeling and results
6.1 Numerical model
The stiness matrix Ce in Eq. (4.3.59) can be rewritten with Young's modulus Ei, shear modulus
Gij and Poisson's ratios ij(i 6= j), Vogler et al. [83]:
• Due to symmetry of the elasticity tensor, we have the following relations:
12
E1
=
21
E2
;
23
E2
=
32
E3
;
13
E1
=
31
E3
• Constants of invariant formulation can be replaced with the Young's modulus, shear
modulus and Poisson's ratios:
 = E1(13 + 3223)=Z ;
 = E1[32(1 + 31   23)  31]=Z ;
 = E2(1  3113)=Z   E1(13 + 2332)]=Z   4G21 ;
Gt = G21 ;
Gp = G13 ;
Z = 1  231   22332   2313223 :
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• Material parameters:
E1 = E3
def
= Ep ; 13 = 31
def
= p ; 21 = 23
def
= tp ; 12 = 32
def
= pt ;
E2
def
= Et ; G21 = G23
def
= Gt ; G13 = Gp = Ep=2(1 + p) on the isotropic plane
Et =  (Gp   4Gt      2Gp + 2G2p   Gp   2Gp   4GtGp + 2)=(+Gp)
Ep =  4Gp(Gp   4Gt    + 2G2p   Gp   2Gp   4GtGp + 2)=Zt
tp = 2Gp(+ )=Zt ; pt = (+ )=(2+ 2Gp) ;
p =  (2 + 2Gp     4Gt)=Zt ;
Dt = 4Gt+   4G2p + 4Gp + 2Gp + 8GtGp   2 : (6.1.1)
Then the stiness matrix Ce can be calculated and the stress-strain law gives :
 = Ce (6.1.2)
8>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>><>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>:
11
22
33
12
13
23
9>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>=>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>;
=
26666666666666666664
1  pttp
EpEt 
tp + ptp
EpEt 
p + tppt
EpEt 
0 0 0
pt + ppt
E2p 
1  2p
E2p 
pt + ptp
E2p 
0 0 0
p + pttp
EtEp 
tp + tpp
EtEp 
1  tppt
EtEp 
0 0 0
0 0 0 Gt 0 0
0 0 0 0 Gp 0
0 0 0 0 0 Gt
37777777777777777775
8>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>><>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>:
"11
"22
"33
12
13
23
9>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>=>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>;
(6.1.3)
where   =
(1 + p)(1  p   2pttp)
E2pEt
.
Using only ve material constants Ep; Et; p; pt and Gt, the above equation (6.1.3) can be
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Figure 6.1: Coordinate of the cylindrical specimen
rewritten:8>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>><>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>:
11
22
33
12
13
23
9>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>=>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>;
=
266666666666666666664
Ep   2ptEt
E2pEt 
pt(1 + p)
E2p 
pEp + 
2
ptEt
E2pEt 
0 0 0
pt(1 + p)
E2p 
1  2p
E2p 
pt(1 + p)
E2p 
0 0 0
pEp + 
2
ptEt
E2pEt 
pt(1 + p)
E2p 
Ep   2ptEt
E2pEt 
0 0 0
0 0 0 Gt 0 0
0 0 0 0 Gp 0
0 0 0 0 0 Gt
377777777777777777775
8>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>><>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>:
"11
"22
"33
12
13
23
9>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>=>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>;
(6.1.4)
where   =
(1 + p)(Ep   Epp   22ptEt)
E3pEt
.
The specimens used in our experiments are rotationally symmetric, Fig. 6.1. In the unconned
compression test whose loading direction is X2 the strains have the following relations due to
the transversely isotropy:
"11 = "33 and 12 = 23 : (6.1.5)
The normal stresses in X1  and X3  directions are the same:
11 = 33 =
Ep + pEp   22ptEt
E2pEt 
"11 +
pt(1 + p)
E2p 
"22 : (6.1.6)
The normal stress in X2  direction
22 =
2pt(1 + p)
E2p 
"11 +
1  2p
E2p 
"22 : (6.1.7)
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The shear stresses are
12 = 23 = Gt12 and 13 = Gp13 : (6.1.8)
8>>>>>>>>>>>>><>>>>>>>>>>>>>:
11
22
12
13
9>>>>>>>>>>>>>=>>>>>>>>>>>>>;
=
266666666666664
Ep + pEp   22ptEt
E2pEt 
pt(1 + p)
E2p 
0 0
2pt(1 + p)
E2p 
1  2p
E2p 
0 0
0 0 Gt 0
0 0 0
Ep
2(1 + p)
377777777777775
8>>>>>>>>>>>>><>>>>>>>>>>>>>:
"11
"22
12
13
9>>>>>>>>>>>>>=>>>>>>>>>>>>>;
: (6.1.9)
Here the stiness component C1122 and C2211 are not the same due to boundary conditions
(axial symmetry about the axis X2).
Due to the third simplication in section 4.3.3, the initial material is assumed to be isotropic:
Et = Ep
def
= E ; p = pt =  ; Gt
def
= G =
E
2(1 + )
: (6.1.10)
8>>>>>>>>>>>>><>>>>>>>>>>>>>:
11
22
12
13
9>>>>>>>>>>>>>=>>>>>>>>>>>>>;
=
266666666666664
E(1 +    22)
(1 + )(1     22)
E
1     22 0 0
2E
1     22
E(1  )
(1 + )(1  2) 0 0
0 0
E
2(1 + )
0
0 0 0
E
2(1 + )
377777777777775
8>>>>>>>>>>>>><>>>>>>>>>>>>>:
"11
"22
12
13
9>>>>>>>>>>>>>=>>>>>>>>>>>>>;
:
(6.1.11)
As explained in Section 4.3.4, the stress evolves in two dierent scales: a short time-scale
evolution, Subsection 6.1.1, and the long time-scale evolution, Subsection 6.1.2.
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6.1.1 Short time-scale evolution
Now we t the constitutive model to the experimental data obtained from compression tests,
Subsection 5.2.3, in order to identify the material parameters. They can be identied by
performing an iterative optimization process, Zhou et al. [91].
The incremental form of the total stress (4.3.76) is
t+t = 
e
t+t +
d
t+t
= Ce : t+t  D spht+tt : (6.1.12)
Here t denotes the time increment and Ce is the stiness matrix whose only Young's modulus
Ep is remodeled in long time-scale according to (6.1.15) and (6.1.16) .
The increment of the diusion parameter (4.3.73) is
D = D1"V : (6.1.13)
This diusive material model is implemented in user subroutine UMAT in ABAQUS:
Ce;t+t =
@
@
= C^e(D) : (6.1.14)
where t is time increment in short time-scale.
6.1.2 Long time-scale evolution
For the long time-scale evolution the following assumptions are made:
1. Only Young's modulus on the isotropic plane Ep changes. The other four material pa-
rameters (Et; p; pt and Gt) are assumed not to be aected by the remodeling process.
2. p = pt
def
=  :
3. Gt
def
=
E
2(1 + )
:
where  and E are Poisson's ratio and Young's modulus of the initial isotropic state.
The rst assumption is based on the phenomenon that the collagen type II bers are synthesized
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on the isotropic plane (perpendicular to the loading direction X2).
The following evolution equation is proposed for the Young's modulus Ep according to (4.3.75):
_Ep = k
n
p
	(Ep;crit   Ep) ; (6.1.15)
	 =
1
2
 ln2(
p
I3) +
1
2
(I1   3)   ln(
p
I3) (6.1.16)
where Ep;crit is the critical Young's modulus that the material can reach with the maximum
collagen type-II synthesization and is determined by compression test after four-week bioreactor
stimulation. I1 and I3 are the rst and the third invariant of the right Cauchy-Green strain
tensor C, 	 is a free energy density,  and  are Lame constants on the isotropic plane:
 =
Epp
(1 + p)(1  2p) and  = Gp =
Ep
2(1 + p)
(6.1.17)
Ep +Ep
simulation;	
Ep = Ep;crit
Ep +Ep  Ep;crit
mechanical
Ep
Ep +Ep < Ep;crit
Ep = Ep +Ep
Ep(t = 0) = E
Figure 6.2: Flowchart of Young's modulus evolution
Due to the third assumption in section 4.3.3, the initial value of Ep is E and Et has the constant
initial value E through the bioreactor stimulation.
Ep is the increment of the Young's modulus that results from the newly synthesized collagen
type II. The synthesization is promoted through the mechanical stimulation 	 in a bioreactor.
After time integration, Ep becomes
Et+tp = k
n
p
	t+t
 
Ep;crit   Etp

t (6.1.18)
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where Et+tp and 	
t+t are the current Young's modulus and the current free energy density,
Etp is the Young's modulus from the previous increment.
The above proposed material model is implemented in user subroutine UMAT in ABAQUS:
Ce;t+t =
@
@
= C^e(	t+t) : (6.1.19)
where t is time increment in long time-scale.
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6.2 Numerical calculations
6.2.1 Parameter identication with compression test
This step is to t the model suggested in (4.3.76) and (6.1.12) to experimental data from
Subsection 5.4.2.
Due to the nonlinear elasticity of the material, the tangential modulus of a stress-strain curve
is very various according to region, Fig. 5.15, and cannot be determined by reading out the
curve. In order to identify the elastic modulus and diusion parameters, we employed the nite
element simulation. Zhou et al. [92] developed an optimization algorithm based on the method
of steepest descent in order to identify elastic modulus and diusion parameters.
Due to axisymmetric geometry subjected to axial loading, the element type is assigned CAX4R
(A 4-node bilinear axisymmetric quadratic continuum element without twist), Fig. 6.3. The
red lines in the following gures are the forces measured in compression tests and the green
ones are forces calculated with ABAQUS. By solving an inverse problem, the corresponding
elastic modulus and diusion parameters can be determined.
From the compression test and the curve tting of the non-stimulated specimen in initial state,
the elastic modulus, Ep(t = 0) = E and the diusion parameters, D0; D1, at initial state can
be obtained, Fig. 6.4.
The following curves, Fig. 6.5, Fig. 6.6, Fig. 6.7 and Fig. 6.8 show how Ep(t 6= 0), D0 and D1
change every week. The Table 6.1 is the summary of identied parameters.
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            
            


Motion of stamp
Stamp as a non-permeable, frictional rigid body
X1
Non-permeable, frictional bottom
X2
Non-permeable,
frictionless boundary
Figure 6.3: Cross section of the right side of a rotationally symmetric specimen
Figure 6.4: Before bioreactor stimulation (initial state)
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Figure 6.5: After 1-week Bioreactor stimulation
Figure 6.6: After 2-week Bioreactor stimulation
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Figure 6.7: After 3-week Bioreactor stimulation
Figure 6.8: After 4-week Bioreactor stimulation
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Time [week] Ep [MPa] D0 [s
 1] D1 [s 1]
Initial state 0.8963 2.48 2.21
After 1-week stimulation 0.2145 2.81 2.17
After 2-week stimulation 0.5671 37.67 31.27
After 3-week stimulation 0.9866 28.03 23.01
After 4-week stimulation 0.9980 27.76 23.28
Table 6.1: Modications of elastic modulus and Diusion parameters in a bioreactor
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Figure 6.9: Modication of E-modulus, D0 and D1 in bioreactor
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6.2.2 Remodeling curve
The subject of the present work is to understand how material properties change due to the
mechanical stimulation in a bioreactor. Fig. 6.9 shows the modications of elastic modulus Ep
and Diusion parameters D0; D1 over time, long time-scale evolution, [87] and [88].
Above all, elastic modulus is the main interest of the present simulation, as it shows stiness
of replacement materials. The elastic modulus decreases after the 1-week stimulation and
increases obviously in the second and the third week. In the last week the increase becomes
smaller. The increase is caused by synthesis of collagen type II bers, as expected. On the
contrary, the stiness decreases in the rst week and it is supposed that the cells donated by a
patient are predamaged and the material degrades (an opposite of synthesis): This eect is
called enzyme degradation and is assumed to occur in the rst week of bioreactor stimulation.
Enzymes are large biological molecules that are responsible for the chemical interconversions
that sustain life. They control the synthesis or degradation of materials.
The slow curve of the last week shows that the synthesis of collagen type II is mainly reached
about at third week.
Figure 6.10: Remodeling curve of elastic modulus Ep
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With (6.1.15), we can predict the remodeling curve of Ep. In the model only the case of
synthesis is considered. The degradation case is regarded as unusual and excluded. By solving
the inverse problem and tting curve with various k = 3:5  4:3, n = 0:4  0:6, we obtain the
remodeling curve with a combination of k = 4:0 and n = 0:5.
Figure 6.11 shows the right side of the model's cross section.
The distribution of elastic modulus Ep are modied over time. In the rst week the material
is isotropic (Ep = E) as simplication 3 in Section 4.3.3 and as time goes by the material
becomes transversely isotropic (Ep > E) due to the newly synthesized collagen type II bers.
On the other hand, the other elastic modulus Et is assumed to be constant: Et = E over time.
(a) After 1-week stimulation (b) After 2-week stimulation
(c) After 3-week stimulation (d) After 4-week stimulation
Figure 6.11: Remodeling of elastic modulus Ep in cross section
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6.2.3 Evaluation of elastic modulus change
The following tables show the change of the elastic modulus as a result of bioreactor stimulation.
Specimen ID P580 P592 P596 P602
initial state 0.500 0.800 0.896 1.047
After 1 week Not available Not available 0.215 0.206
After 2 weeks Not available Not available 0.567 0.233
After 3 weeks Not available Not available 0.987 0.168
After 4 weeks 0.510 1.200 0.998 0.213
change increase increase increase decrease
Table 6.2: Modication of elastic modulus in 4 week bioreactor stimulation [MPa]
The elastic moduli of three of the four specimens (P580, P592, P596) increase as a result of
mechanical stimulation in a bioreactor, respectively by 2 %, 50 % and 11 %.
The amount of elastic modulus increase is dierent from specimen to specimen. The reason is
assumed to be that the states of cells of each specimen dier according to characteristics of the
donor such as age, damage state or, gender.
On the contrary, specimen P602 exhibits a decrease of its elastic modulus. The decrease may
be caused by enzyme degradation. Thus, the case of P602, enzymes seem to mainly destruct
the condensed collagen gel (ground substance) but not to synthesize collagen type II.
Specimens P603 P610 P611 P613 P614
initial state 0.759 0.855 0.675 0.660 0.553
After 2 weeks 0.458 0.426 0.374 0.250 0.560
Table 6.3: Modication of elastic modulus in 2 week bioreactor stimulation [MPa]
Table 6.3 shows the change of elastic modulus in bioreactors that run for two weeks. It shows
that the stimulation in the rst two weeks generally results in degradation of the material. The
phenomenon can be found also in the cases of P596 and P602 in Table 6.2. However, after
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the initial decrease, the Young's modulus of both P596 and P602 start to increase after longer
stimulation, respectively two and three weeks. This could indicate a switch point or threshold
at which ber synthesis dominates enzyme degradation. The specimens in Table 6.3 were not
stimulated beyond two weeks, and such a switch point was not identied.
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Conclusions
7.1 Summary
In the present work, the remodeling of cellular soft tissue due to synthesis of collagen type II
bers was theoretically and experimentally investigated.
The biomechanical phenomenon in a bioreactor is composed of growth and remodeling. If cells
seeded in condensed collagen gel are mechanically stimulated, then they synthesize a new ma-
terial named collagen type II. The synthesis of the new material results in increased mass and
volumetric growth of the tissue system. The newly synthesized collagen type II has a bril
structure whose stiness is about thousand times greater than that of the substrate matrix
(condensed collagen gel) and thus reinforces the tissue. Thus, the synthesis brings about a
change (remodeling) of material properties.
The collagen type II bers synthesized by cells make the articial replacement material both
more robust mechanically and medically compatible with the human body.
To describe the general biological phenomenon including change of mass, balance laws for an
open system were derived. On the assumption that the solid phase is transversely isotropic and
visco-hyperelastic, an appropriate constitutive law was derived. A short time-scale evolution
equation depending on the volumetric strain was proposed for the stress decreases as a result of
uid behavior. For the change of material properties resulting from the bioreactor stimulation,
a long time-scale evolution equation was proposed.
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For the experimental study, cellular condensed collagen gel specimens were incubated and stim-
ulated mechanically in bioreactors. To follow the change of elastic modulus modication that
is regarded as remodeling, a compression test was performed every week. Measurement showed
that mass change before and after bioreactor stimulation is not detectable but elastic modulus
change is discernible as a long-time-scale evolution. In the rst two weeks of bioreactor stim-
ulation, the material is degraded (enzyme degradation), but after the third week, the stiness
begins to increase, since ber formation dominates.
To validate the proposed theory and to show the dierence between short and long time-scale
evolution, the constitutive behavior of the tissue was dened in an ABAQUS subroutine used to
dene a material's mechanical behavior. Corresponding material parameters of both the short
time-scale evolution and the remodeling velocity parameter of the long time-scale evolution
were determined by curve-tting.
In summary, the balance laws for an open system were derived and reduced to those of a closed
system, which shows the generality of the balance laws for an open system.
It was experimentally veried that mechanical properties of cellular condensed collagen gel
change due to cell activity and that such a remodeling eect can be enhanced by means of
mechanical stimulation in a bioreactor. With the proposed constitutive equations, (4.3.75) and
(4.3.76), the remodeling phenomenon as a consequence of cell activity and the stress relax-
ation resulting from uid behavior have been successfully explained. The conversion from an
isotropic to a transversely isotropic material due to the modication of Young's modulus was
also elucidated.
However, because of the limited number of tests performed, the present study is not sucient
to conclusively explain the observed phenomena in a bioreactor. To state that a bioreactor
stimulates cells and the elastic moduli change as a result, more experiments and statistical
evaluation are needed.
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7.2 Future perspectives
Even though the remodeling phenomenon in a bioreactor and the stress relaxation were exper-
imentally studied and successfully explained with the proposed model, there are still unknown
factors that are to be claried to understand the biomechanical phenomena in a bioreactor, viz:
• Material consolidation: The material of condensed collagen gel becomes compressed
due to cyclic loading in a bioreactor and the porosity of the material changes as a function
of cyclic loading number. This leads to a change of the diusion parameters, which is not
covered in the present work.
• Enzyme degradation: Due to predamaged cells, the substrate matrix is degraded. How
large the enzyme degradation is and how long it occurs are factors to be considered.
• Switch point According to experimental study, it was found that there is a critical
moment in time when the enzyme degradation stops and synthesis begins. It should be
studied whether degeneration depends on the damaged state of cells or whether it can be
avoided if healthy cells are used.
• Optimal stimulation: Material properties, such as Young' modulus, change in biore-
actor. If \Autologous Chondrocyte Implantation" is chosen (Subsection 2.5), then the
implantation plug should be stimulated/optimized before the implantation operation. Ac-
cording to the experiments, the plug should be stimulated at least three or four weeks.
It is still unknown though, whether the plug should be stimulated continuously or several
hours a day and with what frequency. To obtain the replacement material parameters
similar to the originally undamaged cartilage, optimal mechanical stimulation should be
researched.
• Depth of stimulation: Although the replacement material for articular cartilage has
the dimension of tissue (10 4m 10 2m), we still need to consider cells, as they play a key
role for the remodeling. They can be modeled as tiny water balloons whose liquid droplet
is enclosed by cortex. Therefore, if they are compressed over their limitation, they burst
and die. To keep cells alive and activate their synthesis, the limitation of compression
depth and the optimal stress (stimulation) for cells should be studied.
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• Statistics: To explain more exactly the remodeling phenomenon in a bioreactor or in a
human body after implantation of cell-seeded tissues, more experiments and statistical
data are required.
• Other modications: In the present study only the change of the elastic modulus Ep
is assumed. But other elastic material parameters could change due to the synthesized
collagen type II bers. To determine other parameters, further tests are necessary, e.g.
a tension test in another direction or a pure shear test (Section 5.3). Additionally, the
stress relaxation behavior changes (Table 6.1). The change of diusion parameters are
quite dierent from that of elastic modulus. It appears that the diusion parameters are
independent of the synthesized collagen type II ber, as their modication curves are not
proportional to those of the elastic modulus (Fig. 6.9). We assume that the diusion
parameters are related to the porosity or the uid volume fraction.
• Variety of donated material: Material properties of donated material (or compe-
tency of donated cells) are strongly dependent on the state of the donor. If donors are
classied according to gender, illness, or age and the features of each class are known, the
experimental study can be more systematic.
• Proliferation: The number of cells changes due to cell division (reproduction). More
detailed descriptions are possible if the change of cell population can be taken into account.
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Appendix A
Tensors
This summary on tensor algebra and tensor analysis follows the textbook by Itskov [38], in
particular the chapters 1, 2, 4, 5 and 6. The notation in this thesis coincides mostly with that
in the book. Additionally the textbook by Klingbeil [43] is read as a supplement.
All operations and denitions are described on the three-dimensional Euclidean space denoted
by E (En; n = 3).
A.1 Second-order tensors
Tensor operations
Let Lin be the set of all linear mappings of one vector into another one in E.
The linear (right) mapping of a vector x into another one y is written as
y = Ax; A 2 Lin; y 2 E; 8x 2 E: (A.1.1)
The left mapping is dened by
(yA)  x = y  (Ax) = yAx; A 2 Lin; 8x;y 2 E: (A.1.2)
A second-order tensor, the tensor product of two vectors a and b, is dened by
(a
 b)x = a (b  x) ; a; b 2 E; 8x 2 E: (A.1.3)
The second-order zero tensor 0 is dened by
0x = 0; 8x 2 E; (A.1.4)
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where 0 is the zero vector. With the zero tensor 0 one can show
A0 = 0A = 0 8A 2 Lin: (A.1.5)
The second-order identity tensor is dened by
Ix = xI = x; 8x 2 E; (A.1.6)
and with it
IA = AI = A; 8A 2 Lin: (A.1.7)
The transpose tensor fgT is dened by
ATx = xA; 8x 2 E; (A.1.8)
which implies (a
 b)T = b
 a.
A tensor A is invertible, if for y = A 1x provided, there exists the inverse tensor A 1 2 Lin
such that
x = A 1y; 8x 2 E: (A.1.9)
The permutation tensor is dened by
E = E ijkgi 
 gj 
 gk = Eijkgi 
 gj 
 gk (A.1.10)
Eijk = 1E ijk =
8>><>>:
p
g if i; j; k = cyclic 1,2,3
 pg if i; j; k = cyclic 1,3,2
0 otherwise
where g2 = det (gij) : (A.1.11)
With transposition and inversion, symmetric, skew-symmetric and orthogonal tensors are de-
ned by:
Sym =

M 2 Lin : M =MT	 ; (A.1.12)
Skew =

W 2 Lin : W =  WT	 ; (A.1.13)
Orth =

Q 2 Lin : Q = Q T	 ; (A.1.14)
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which are subsets of Lin respectively.
A second-order tensor A is called positive denite if xAx > 0, and positive semi-denite if
xAx  0; 8x 6= 0 2 E. Positive denite and positive semi-denite tensors form the sets
Sym+ = fM 2 Sym : xMx > 0;8x 6= 0 2 Eg ; (A.1.15)
Sym+0 = fM 2 Sym : xMx  0;8x 6= 0 2 Eg : (A.1.16)
The composition C = AB of two tensors A;B 2 Lin is given by
Cx = A (Bx) ; y (AB) = (yA)B; 8x;y 2 E: (A.1.17)
If A = a
 b and B = c
 d are given (a; b; c;d 2 E)
AB = (a
 b) (c
 d) = b  c (a
 d) ; (A.1.18)
A : B = (a
 b) : (c
 d) = (a  c) (b  d)
= (a
 b) : B = aBb = bBTa = (b
 a) : (d
 c) : (A.1.19)
The norm and the trace of a second-order A tensor are dened by
jjAjj = (A : A)1=2 ; trA = A : I: (A.1.20)
The principal invariants and the determinant of a second-order tensor A are
IA = trA; (A.1.21)
IIA =
1
2

(trA)2   trA2 ; (A.1.22)
IIIA = detA =
1
3

trA3   3
2
trA2 trA+
1
2
(trA)3

: (A.1.23)
With the help of the determinant the invertible, the proper orthogonal and the unimodular
tensors are dened
Inv = fA 2 Lin : detA 6= 0g ; (A.1.24)
Sorth = fQ 2 Orth : detQ = 1g ; (A.1.25)
Uinm = fH 2 Lin : detH = 1g : (A.1.26)
The adjugate and the cofactor of an invertible tensor A 2 Inv
adjA = A 1 detA; cofA = A T detA = (adjA)T : (A.1.27)
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Component representation
Let G = fg1; g2; g3g and G 0 = fg1; g2; g3g be dual bases in E. A second-order tensor A can be
respresented by
A = Aijgi 
 gj = Aijgi 
 gj = Aijgi 
 gj = A ji gi 
 gj; (A.1.28)
Aij = giAgj; Aij = giAgj; A
i
j = g
iAgj; A
j
i = giAg
j: (A.1.29)
The identity tensor I can be expressed
I = gijg
i 
 gj = gijgi 
 gj = g ji gi 
 gj = gijgi 
 gj = gi 
 gi = gi 
 gi; (A.1.30)
I ij = giIgj = gi  gj = gij; Iij = giIgj = gi  gj = gij; (A.1.31)
I ij = g
iIgj = g
i  gj = gij = ij; I ij = gjIgi = gj  gi = g ij =  ij ; (A.1.32)
ij = 
i
j = 
i
j = 
j
i = g
i
j = g
j
i : (A.1.33)
The composition and the scalar product of any two second-order tensors are
AB = AikB jkgi 
 gj = AikBkjgi 
 gj = A ki B jkgi 
 gj = AikBkjgi 
 gj
= A ki Bkjg
i 
 gj = AikBkj gi 
 gj = AikBkjgi 
 gj = AikBkjgi 
 gj; (A.1.34)
A : B = AijB
ij = AijBij = A
i
jB
j
i = A
j
i B
i
j (A.1.35)
and the determinant of a second-order tensor A is
detA =
Aij = Aikgkj = Aik jgkjj = Aik g2
=
A ji  = Aikgkj = jAikj gkj = jAikj g 2; g2 = jgkjj : (A.1.36)
The scalar product between the permutation tensor E and a any second-order tensor A is
E : A = Eijkgi 
 gj 
 gk : Almgl 
 gm = EijkAlmgigjlgkm = EijkAjkgi; (A.1.37)
and if T is a symmetric tensor (T 2 Sym),
E : T = E : TT =  E : T ! E : 2T = 0 ! E : T = 0; (A.1.38)
for i = 1; E1jkT jk = E123T 23 + E132T 32 = E123
 
T 23   T 32 = 0: (A.1.39)
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The vector product of two vectors and of two tensors are
a b = E : (a
 b) = Eijkajbkgi; (A.1.40)
AB def= E :  ABT = Eijk  ABTjk gi = EijkAjlBklgi: (A.1.41)
Decomposition of second-order tensors
Every second-order tensor can be decomposed into a symmetric and a skew-symmetric part by
A = symA+ skewA; symA =
1
2
 
A+AT

; skewA =
1
2
 
A AT ; (A.1.42)
as well as a spherical and a deviatoric part by
A = sphA+ devA; sphA = I
1
3
trA; devA = A  I1
3
trA: (A.1.43)
We consider the case of n simple eigenvalues of a second-order A. Solving the equation systems
Aa = a (eigenvalue problem) one obtains for every simple eigenvalues i the components of
right eigenvector ai and the components of the left eigenvector bi (i = 1; 2; 3)
A =
3X
i
iai 
 bi (spectral decomposition for diagonalizable tensors): (A.1.44)
Symmetric second-order tensors possess throughout real eigenvalues and allow
M =
neX
i=1
i
maX
j=1
p
(j)
i 
 p(j)i =
neX
i=1
ipi; M 2 Sym; (A.1.45)
where ne is the number of distinct eigenvalues of i, ma denotes the algebraic multiplicity,
p
(k)
i are the eigenvectors characterized by p
(k)
i  p(l)j = ijkl and the second-order tensors pi =Pma
j=1 p
(j)
i 
 p(j)i are referred to as eigenprojections.
Positive denite tensors have throughout positive eigenvalues and for positive semi-denite
tensors zero may be one or some eigenvalues. Positive semi-denite symmetric tensors can be
represented by the composition
M = AAT; M 2 Sym+0 ;A 2 Lin : (A.1.46)
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A.2 Fourth-order tensors
Tensor operations
Fourth-order tensors are the elements of the set Lin of all linear mappings which maps one
second-order tensor into another one. The right and the left mapping are
Y = A : X; (Y : A) : X = Y : (A : X) ; A 2 Lin; 8X;Y 2 Lin; (A.2.1)
respectively.
Fourth-order tensors are dened by tensor products of two second-order tensors
A
B : X def= AXB; (A.2.2)
AB : X def= A (B : X) ; A;B 2 Lin;8X 2 Lin: (A.2.3)
For the left mapping we have
Y : A
B = ATYBT; (A.2.4)
Y : AB = (Y : A)B; A;B 2 Lin;8Y 2 Lin: (A.2.5)
Two contraction operations of fourth-order tensors are dened by
AB  X def= AT 
B : X = ATXB; (A.2.6)
AB  X def= A
BT : X = AXBT; A;B 2 Lin; 8X 2 Lin: (A.2.7)
The compositions of two fourth-order tensor are dened by
(A : B) : X
def
= A : (B : X) ; A;B 2 Lin; 8X 2 Lin; (A.2.8)
Y : (A : B)
def
= (Y : A) : B; A;B 2 Lin; 8Y 2 Lin: (A.2.9)
The composition of a fourth-order tensor with two second-order tensor is dened by
(ADB) : X = A (D : X)B; A;B 2 Lin;D 2 Lin; 8X 2 Lin: (A.2.10)
The two transposition operations of fourth-order tensors ()T and ()t are dened by
AT : X
def
= X : A; At : X
def
= A : XT; Y : At = (Y : A)T ; A 2 Lin;8X;Y 2 Lin
(A.2.11)
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and based on these, a symmetrization operation ()S is introduced
AS =
1
2
 
A+At

: (A.2.12)
This yields for right and the left mapping
AS : X =
1
2
 
A+At

: X =
1
2
A : X+
1
2
At : X =
1
2
A : X+
1
2
A : XT
= A :
1
2
 
X+XT

= A : symX; (A.2.13)
Y : AS = Y :
1
2
 
A+At

=
1
2
Y : A+
1
2
Y : At =
1
2
Y : A+
1
2
(Y : A)T
= sym (Y : A) ; 8X;Y 2 Lin: (A.2.14)
Fourth-order zero 0 and identity tensor I
0 : X = 0; I : X = (I
 I) : X = IXI = X; 8X 2 Lin: (A.2.15)
IT = (I
 I)T = IT 
 IT = I
 I = I: (A.2.16)
I : X = X; X : I = IT : X = X; 8X 2 Lin: (A.2.17)
AI = A (I
 I) = (AI)
 I = A
 I: (A.2.18)
Transpositions of a fourth-order tensor fgT and fgt
(A
B)T = AT 
BT; (AB)T = BA; (AB)t = ABT; 8A;B 2 Lin:
(A.2.19)
(a
 b
 c
 d)T = b
 a
 d
 c; 8a; b; c;d 2 E: (A.2.20)
(a
 b
 c
 d)t = a
 c
 b
 d; 8a; b; c;d 2 E: (A.2.21)
ATT = A; Att = A; 8A 2 Lin: (A.2.22)
The transposition tensor T = It maps a second-order tensor to its transpose
T : X = XT; Y : T = YT; 8X;Y 2 Lin: (A.2.23)
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The decomposition of second-order tensor can be represented by fourth-order projection tensors
sphA = I
1
3
trA = Ps : A; devA = A  I1
3
trA = Pd : A (A.2.24)
where Ps and Pd are spherical and deviatoric projection tensor, respectively
Ps =
1
3
I I; Pd = I  1
3
I I: (A.2.25)
Super-symmetric tensors S form a subset Ssym of Lin as
Ssym =

S 2 Lin : S = ST ^ S = St	 : (A.2.26)
The super-symmetric identity tensor IS maps any second-order tensor into its symmetric part:
IS : X = X : IS = symX; 8X 2 Lin: (A.2.27)
Component representation
(a
 b)
 (c
 d) = a
 b
 c
 d: (A.2.28)
(a
 b) (c
 d) = a
 c
 d
 b: (A.2.29)
For an implementation of constitutive equations into nite element codes, the components
of a fourth-order tensor needs to be expressed with the basis (ei 
 ej)  (ek 
 el), where
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E = fe1; e2; e3g denotes an orthonormal basis of E.
A
B = a
 b
 c
 d ! (A
B)ijkl = AijBkl; (A.2.30)
AB = a
 c
 d
 b ! (AB)ijkl = AilBjk; (A.2.31)
(A
B)T = b
 a
 d
 c !
h
(A
B)T
iijkl
= AjiBlk; (A.2.32)
(A
B)t = a
 c
 b
 d ! (A
B)tijkl = AikBjl; (A.2.33)
(A
B)S = 1
2
(a
 b
 c
 d+ a
 c
 b
 d)
!
h
(A
B)S
iijkl
=
1
2
 
AijBkl + AikBjl

; (A.2.34)
(AB)T = c
 a
 b
 d !
h
(AB)T
iijkl
= AjkBil; (A.2.35)
(AB)t = a
 d
 c
 b ! (AB)tijkl = AilBkj; (A.2.36)
(AB)S = 1
2
(a
 c
 d
 b+ a
 d
 c
 b)
!
h
(AB)S
iijkl
=
1
2
 
AilBjk + AilBkj

; (A.2.37)
where A = a
 b = Aijei 
 ej and B = c
 d = Bijei 
 ej.
A.3 Dierentiation with respect to a tensor
Scalar-valued tensor function
The derivative of a scalar-valued tensor function f(A) : Lin ! R (R is the set of all real
numbers) with respect to the tensor A is dened by
d
dt
f (A+ tX) jt=0 = f (A);A : X; 8X 2 Lin; (A.3.1)
f (A);A =
@f
@Aij
gi 
 gj = @f
@Aij
gi 
 gj =
@f
@A ji
gi 
 gj =
@f
@Aij
gi 
 gj (A.3.2)
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where f (A);A 2 Lin.
f (M);M = sym
h
f (M);M
i
; M = symA 2 Sym; A 2 Lin; (A.3.3) 
trAk

;A
= k
 
Ak 1
T
; (A.3.4)
I
(n)
A;A = I
(n)
A A
 T; A 2 Invn: (A.3.5)
Tensor-valued tensor function
The derivative of a tensor-valued tensor function f(A) : Lin! Lin with respect to the tensor
A is dened by
d
dt
f (A+ tX) jt=0 = f (A);A : X; 8X 2 Lin; (A.3.6)
f (A);A =
@f ij
@Akl
gi 
 gk 
 gl 
 gj =
@f ij
@Akl
gi 
 gk 
 gl 
 gj; (A.3.7)
=
@f ij
@A lk
gi 
 gk 
 gl 
 gj =
@f ij
@Akl
gi 
 gk 
 gl 
 gj (A.3.8)
where f (A);A 2 Lin. For symmetric second-order tensors
f (M);M = [f (A)A]
S ; M = symA 2 Sym;A 2 Lin: (A.3.9)
The derivatives with respect to a tensor obey the following rules of dierentiation
Ak;A =
k 1X
i=0
Ai 
Ak 1 i (k  1); A;A = I; (A.3.10)
AT;A = T; A
 1
;A =  A 1 
A 1; (A.3.11)
I;A =
@ (AA 1)
@A
= A;AA
 1 +AA 1;A = IA
 1 +A
  A 1 
A 1
= (I
 I)A 1    AA 1
A 1 = I
  IA 1  I
A 1 = 0 (A.3.12)
g;B = g;A : A;B; G;B = G;A : A;B; (A.3.13)
(gG);A = G g;A + gG;A; (A.3.14)
(GH);A = G;AH+GH;A; (A.3.15)
(G : H);A = H : G;A +G : H;A (A.3.16)
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where g = g^(A), G = G^(A), A = A^(B) and H = H^(A).
A.4 Some identities of tensor analysis
Let u and A be a smooth vector and tensor elds dened in s and v and n be the outward
normal to sZ
s
uAnds =
Z
v

u divA+ E :  graduAT dv : (A.4.1)
Proof:Z
s
uAnds =
Z
v
div (uA) dv =
Z
v
(u divA+ graduA) dv
=
Z
v

u divA+ E : (gradu)AT dv ;
where the identity (A.1.41) is used for graduA = E : (gradu)AT.
Divergence of a vector product:
div (u v) = v  curlu  u  curlv : (A.4.2)
Gradient of a divergence:
grad div t = curl curl t+ div grad t ;
= div(grad t)T : (A.4.3)
Divergence of a left mapping:
div(tA) = A : grad t+ t  divA : (A.4.4)
Divergence of a product of a scalar-valued function and a vector-valued function:
div(gt) = t  grad g + g div t : (A.4.5)
Divergence of a product of a scalar-valued function and a tensor-valued function:
div(gA) = A grad g + g divA : (A.4.6)
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Divergence of a tensor product:
div (u
 v) = (gradu)v + u div v : (A.4.7)
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Continuum mechanics
The short summary on continuum mechanics follows the lecture notes by Itskov [39], the text-
book by Basar et al. [10], the lecture notes by Le [49], the textbook by Holzapfel [34], and the
textbook by Lemaitre and Chaboche [50].
B.1 Kinematics of deformation
Conguration and deformation
A material body can be regarded as a set of material particles occupying some bounded regions
of a three-dimensional Euclidean space E.
As body moves, the region it occupies changes continuously. At time t = t0 the body occupies
the region B0  E called initial conguration. Let X 2 B0 denote the place of a particle of the
body. A motion of the body is a one-parameter family of mappings  : B0 ! Bt  E, where
Bt is the region occupied by the body at time t and called current conguration.
x = '(X; t) = x(X; t); X = ' 1(x; t) =X(X; t) (B.1.1)
where x corresponds to the place occupied by the same particle X in the current conguration
Bt.
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Change of frame
Let an event be characterized by the position of a particle at a certain time. Two dierent
observers may describe the same event by the position x and x at times t and t, respectively,
according to their frame of reference. Assuming that both observers record the same dierences
in place and time for dierent events, the change of frame is described by the rigid motion and
time shift
x = c(t) +Q(t)x; t = t  a; c(t) 2 E; Q(t) 2 Orth: (B.1.2)
For the initial conguration B0,
x(t0) = c(t0) +Q(t0)X =X: (B.1.3)
The reference conguration is independent of the observer and thus c(t0) = 0 and Q(t0) = I.
Orthonormal basis, convective coordinates, tangent vectors
The position of a particle in the reference and current conguration can be described with an
orthonormal basis E = fe1; e2; e3g
X = X iei; x = x
iei (B.1.4)
where X i and xi are Lagrangian and Eulerian coordinates, respectively.
Introducing a system of convective coordinates i; i = 1; 2; 3, the particle can be labelled by its
coordinates
X = X^ (1; 2; 3) ; x = x^ (1; 2; 3; t) : (B.1.5)
The tangent vectors to the coordinate lines i; i = 1; 2; 3 in the reference and current congu-
ration are dened by
Gi =
@X
@i
=
@Xj
@i
ej = X
j
;iej; gi =
@x
@i
=
@xj
@i
ej = x
j
;iej; i = 1; 2; 3: (B.1.6)
Their dual bases are
Gi =
@i
@Xj
ej; gi =
@i
@xj
ej; i = 1; 2; 3: (B.1.7)
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The metric coecients are
Gij = Gi Gj; Gij = Gi Gj; gij = gi  gj; gij = gi  gj: (B.1.8)
Deformation gradient
The deformation gradient F is dened in terms of the bases (B.1.6) and (B.1.7)
F = gi 
Gi; F 1 = Gi 
 gi; FT = Gi 
 gi F T = gi 
Gi: (B.1.9)
The bases transform according to
gi = FGi; Gi = F
 1gi; g
i = F TGi = GiF 1; Gi = FTgi: (B.1.10)
Introducing the material and spatial gradients, Grad() = @
@Xj

 ej and grad() = @
@xj

 ej,
the deformation gradient and its inverse can be represented by
F = gi 
Gi =
@xj
@i
ej 
 @
i
@Xk
ek =
@xj
@i
@i
@Xk
ej 
 ek = @x
j
@Xk
ej 
 ek
=
@x
@Xk

 ek = Gradx; (B.1.11)
F 1 = Gi 
 gi = @X
j
@i
ej 
 @
i
@xk
ek =
@Xj
@i
@i
@xk
ej 
 ek = @X
j
@xk
ej 
 ek
=
@X
@xk

 ek = gradX: (B.1.12)
There again,
F = F ijei 
 ej = Gradx =
@x
@X
=
@x
@Xj

 ej = @x
i
@Xj
ei 
 ej
=
@x
@k
@k
@Xj

 ej = x;k 
 @
k
@Xj
ej = gk 
Gk;
F 1 = (F 1)ijei 
 ej = gradX =
@X
@x
=
@X
@xj

 ej = @X
i
@xj
ei 
 ej
=
@X
@k
@k
@xj

 ej = @X
@k

 @
k
@xj
ej = Gk 
 gk:
FF 1 =
@x
@X
@X
@x
=
@x
@x
=
@X
@X
= I
=
 
gi 
Gi
  
Gj 
 gj

= Gi Gjgi 
 gj = ijgi 
 gj = gj 
 gj = I:
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Deformation of line, area and volume elements
The vectorial line elements dX in the reference conguration B0 and dx in the current cong-
uration Bt can be represented with respect to the convective coordinates by
dX =
@X
@i
di =X ;id
i = Gid
i; (B.1.13)
dx =
@x
@i
di = x;id
i = gid
i = FGid
i = FdX: (B.1.14)
The dierential area element dA with its unit normal N in the reference conguration B0
changes to the element da with unit normal n in the current conguration Bt
nda = (detF)F TNdA = (adjF)TNdA = cof FNdA (B.1.15)
which is known as Nanson's formula.
The volume change of an innitesimal parallelepiped from dV to dv can be described by the
determinant of the deformation gradient F
dv = JdV; J = detF: (B.1.16)
Strain and stretch measures
The right and left Cauchy-Green strain tensors are dened by
C = FTF = Gi 
 gigj 
Gj = gijGi 
Gj = CijGi 
Gj; (B.1.17)
b = FFT = gi 
GiGj 
 gj = Gijgi 
 gj = bijgi 
 gj: (B.1.18)
As they are symmetric and positive denite, the spectral representation is possible:
C =
neX
i=1
iPi; b =
neX
i=1
ipi (B.1.19)
where i denotes eigenvalues and the second-order tensors Pi and pi are eigenprojections.
The right and left stretch tensors are their square-roots
U = C1=2; v = b1=2 (B.1.20)
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According to the polar decomposition theorem, the deformation gradient F can be decomposed
into a stretch tensor and a rotation tensor
F = RU = vR: (B.1.21)
The right and left stretch tensor U and v are unique positive denite symmetric second-order
tensors and the rotation tensor R is a proper orthogonal second-order tensor (U;v 2 Sym+
and R 2 Orth).
Based on the stretch tensors generalized Lagrangian and Eulerian strain measures can be dened
by
E(r) =
8>>>><>>>>:
1
r
(Ur   I) = 1
r
3X
i=1
(ri   1)N i 
N i; r 6= 0;
lnU =
3X
i=1
(lniN i 
N i) ; r = 0;
(B.1.22)
e(r) =
8>>>><>>>>:
1
r
(vr   I) = 1
r
3X
i=1
(ri   1)ni 
 ni; r 6= 0;
lnv =
3X
i=1
(lnini 
 ni) ; r = 0:
(B.1.23)
The Green-Lagrange strain tensor E is
E
 
= E(2)

=
1
2
(U2   I) = 1
2
(C  I) : (B.1.24)
For the formulation of constitutive laws the principal invariants of the right and left Cauchy-
Green tensor are needed
IC (= Ib) = trC; IIC (= IIb) = tr (cofC) ; IIIC (= IIIb) = detC: (B.1.25)
Velocity gradients
The material and spatial time derivative denoted by
d
dt
fg

def
= Dtfg

and
@
@t
fg, respectively,
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are
d
dt
fg = _fg = @
@t
fg+ v  gradfg : (B.1.26)
Applying the material time derivative to the current position vector x, the velocity can be
obtained v = _x. Applying the material and spatial gradient operators as in (B.1.11), (B.1.12)
to it, the material and spatial velocity gradients are dened by
L = Gradv =
@v
@Xj

 ej = @v
@X
=
@
@X

@x
@t

=
@
@t

@x
@X

=
@F
@t
= _F =
 
gi 
Gi

= _gi 
Gi + gi 
 _G
i
= _gi 
Gi; (B.1.27)
l = gradv =
@v
@xj

 ej = @v
@x
=
@
@i

@x
@t


 @
i
@x
=
@
@t

@x
@i


 @
i
@x
= _gi 
 gi = v;i 
 gi = _FGi 
 gi = _FF 1: (B.1.28)
The decomposition of spatial velocity gradient l is
d =
1
2
 
l+ lT

; w =
1
2
 
l  lT : (B.1.29)
Here d is the symmetric rate deformation tensor and w is the skew-symmetric rate (the spin
tensor).
Strain rate in Lagrangean description is dened by D:
D = FTdF = _E =
1
2
_C : (B.1.30)
B.2 Balance laws and Clausius-Duhem inequality
Stress
Let us consider a body in the current conguration Bt. We can imagine a smooth surface going
through a point P and separating the body into two parts and dene a force p and a couple
m resulting from the forces exerted by material on one side of the surface a on the material
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on the other side. Supposing that the area a converges to 0 with the point P kept in it, the
basic postulate of continuum mechanics is that the limit
lim
a!0
p
a
= t
exists. The vector t is called Cauchy stress vector and depends on the surface only through
the outward unit normal n. According to the Cauchy's theorem the mapping n ! t is linear
provided t is a continuous function of the position vector x at P
t = n (B.2.1)
where  is the Cauchy stress tensor.
The other limit resulting from m is assumed to be zero vector
lim
a!0
m
a
= 0:
The rst Piola-Kirchho stress tensor can be introduced by
dp = tda = nda = (detF)F TNdA = PNdA
! P = JF T = F T (B.2.2)
where P is the rst Piola-Kirchho stress tensor and  is the Kirchho stress tensor.
Balance laws and Clausius-Duhem inequality
• Balance of mass
Dt +  div v = 0;  det(F) = 0 ; (B.2.3a)
where  is the current mass density, 0 is the referential mass density, and v is the velocity
of material particle.
• Balance of linear momentum
Dt v = div + b; 0x = DivP+ 0B ; (B.2.3b)
where  is the Cauchy stress tensor, P is the rst Piola-Kirchho stress tensor and b and
B are body-force density in current an referential conguration, respectively.
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• Balance of angular momentum
 = T; S = ST ; (B.2.3c)
where S is the second Piola-Kirchho stress tensor.
• Balance of energy
Dt e+ div q =  : div v + r; 0 _E +DivQ = 0R + S : D ; (B.2.3d)
where e is the internal energy density, q is the heat ux vector, and r is the energy source
per unit mass in current an referential conguration. E, Q, and R are counterparts in
referential conguration.
• Clausius-Duhem inequality
d =   (Dt  +Dt  ) +  : d  q  grad 

 0 ;
D =  0

N _ + _	

+ S : D Q  Grad

 0 (B.2.3e)
where  and N are the internal entropy density per unit mass,  and 	 are free energy density
dened by  
def
= e  and 	 def= E N , respectively. The Clausius-Duhem inequality implies
the thermodynamic admissibility of any process.
As heat ows in the opposite direction of the temperature gradient, the last term  Q  Grad

(thermal dissipation) is greater than or equal to 0. Assuming that the thermal dissipation is
negligible compared to mechanical one for slow processes, the inequality reduces to a more
stringent form
d =   (Dt  +Dt  ) +  : d  0; D =  0

_	 + _N

+ S : D  0: (B.2.4)
Work-conjugate stress-strain pairs
The pairs of stress and strain variables is called work-conjugate
J : d = J : l = JF 1F T : _E(2) = P : _F = S :
1
2
_C = S : _E = S : D: (B.2.5)
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B.3 Constitutive theory
General principles
The properties of materials can be described by means of the specic stress-strain relations
referred to as constitutive equations. The following general principles called Noll's axioms are
the restrictions that all constitutive equations for all materials must satisfy.
• Principle of determinism
The stress in a particular point of the body at time t is determined by the history of the
motion of the body up to the time t.
• Principle of local action
With respect to the stress at a point X, the motion of body points Y at a nite dis-
tance from X may be disregarded in comparsion with the motion at X itself and in its
innitesimal neighborhood.
• Principle of material objectivity
This principle is called also material frame indierence. According to it the constitutive
equations of the material in consideration should have the same form in any coordinate
system and remained unaected by a supperposed rigid body motion.
Simple elastic and hyperelastic materials
A simple elastic material (Cauchy-elastic material) for which the current stress depends on
only the current deformation state at time t, not on the history of deformation, has a constitutive
equation based on the deformation gradient F:
 = g (F) = g (F) : (B.3.1)
Therefore, the work done by stresses in a simple elastic material depends on the path of defor-
mation. The material has a non-conservative structure and the stress cannot be derived from
a scalar potential function.
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On the contrary, a hyperelastic materials (Green elastic material) is a type of ideally elastic
material whose stress-strain relationship derives from a strain energy density function W .
W = W (F) = W^ (C) is postulated such that the response function  (F) would be described
by
 (F) = J 1
@W
@F
FT; P =
@W
@F
; S = 2
@W
@C
; (B.3.2)
where  is the Cauchy stress, P is the rst Piola-Kirchho stress tensor, and S is the second
Piola-Kirchho stress tensor, and C is the right Cauchy-Green deformation tensor.
In case of isothermal process ( = const) of perfectly elastic materials (D = 0), the
inequality (B.2.4) becomes
D = S : 1
2
_C  0 _	 = 2@W
@C
:
1
2
_C  0 _	 = 0 ! _	 = 1
0
@W
@C
: _C ; (B.3.3)
where W = 0	.
Materials with internal variables
Introducing a set of parameters &i; i = 1; 2;   n representing a material state that depends on
the process history
	 = 	^ (C; &i) ; &i = 1; 2;   n ; (B.3.4)
_	 =
@	
@C
: _C+
nX
i=1
@	
@&i
_&i : (B.3.5)
In case of isothermal process the dissipation is
D = S : 1
2
_C  0 _	 = S : 1
2
_C  0
 
@	
@C
: _C+
nX
i=1
@	
@&i
_&i
!
= S :
1
2
_C  @W
@C
: _C  0
nX
i=1
@	
@&i
_&i =  0
nX
i=1
@	
@&i
_&i  0 : (B.3.6)
The current value of the internal variables is determined from a system of dierential equations
referred to as evolution equations:
_&i = f (C; &i) ; i = 1; 2;   n ; (B.3.7)
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which are restricted by (B.3.6).
Constrained materials
For constrained materials, the constitutive equation is written by
S = 2
@W
@C
+ q
@
@C
; (B.3.8)
where q is an arbitrary scalar and and  represents the constraint function dened by  (C) = 0.
The stress rate takes the form
_S =
@S
@C
: _C = 2
@2W
@C@C
: _C+ _q
@
@C
+ q
@2
@C@C
: _C =

2
@2W
@C@C
+ q
@2
@C@C

: _C+ _q
@
@C
= C :
1
2
_C+ _q
@
@C
; (B.3.9)
where C = 4
@2W
@C@C
+ 2q
@2
@C@C
.
For incompressible materials expressed by detF = 1 the constraint function can be given by
(C) = (detC)
1
3   1 : (B.3.10)
This leads the stress-strain relation
S = 2
@W
@C
+
q
3
C 1 : (B.3.11)
Nearly incompressible materials
Multiplicative decomposition of the deformation gradient F into a volume preserving isochoric
part F and a volumetric part J
1
3 I is
F = J
1
3 IF = J
1
3 F : (B.3.12)
In consideration of the objectivity condition, the free energy of a nearly-incompressible material
can be expressed in the following form
W = Wiso
 
C

+Wvol (J) ; C = F
T F = (J 
1
3F)TJ 
1
3F = J 
2
3C ; (B.3.13)
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where Wvol(J) is the volumetric strain-energy function.
The second Piola-Kirchho tensor S is
S = 2
@W
@C
= 2
@Wiso
@C
+ 2
@Wvol
@C
= 2
@Wiso
@ C
:
@ C
@C
+ 2
@Wvol
@J
@J
@C
:
With the following calculations and denitions
2
@Wiso
@ C
def
= S; W 0vol
def
=
@Wvol
@J
; (B.3.14)
@ C
@C
=
@
@C

J 
2
3C

= C @J
  2
3
@C
+ J 
2
3
@C
@C
= C @J
  2
3
@J
@J
@C
+ J 
2
3 I
= C

 2
3

J 
5
3
J
2
C T + J 
2
3 I = J 
2
3

 1
3
CC T + I

def
= J 
2
3PT ;
@J2
@C
=
@ detC
@C
=
@J2
@J
@J
@C
! detCC T = 2J @J
@C
! @J
@C
=
J
2
C T ;
the stress can be given in the from
S = S : J 
2
3PT + 2W 0vol
J
2
C T = J 
2
3P : S+ JW 0volC
 T def= Siso + Svol : (B.3.15)
The fourth order-tensorP is called the projection tensor and reads
P = PTT =

 1
3
CC T + I
T
=  1
3
C T C+ IT =  1
3
C 1 C+ I : (B.3.16)
Siso is the stress due to the isochoric deformations and Svol stress due to the volumetric defor-
mations.
Stress rates and elasticity tensor
For the hyperelastic materials the material time derivative of the second Piola-Kirchho stress
tensor gives
_S = 2
@S
@C
:
1
2
_C = 2
@
@C

2
@W
@C

:
1
2
_C = 4
@2W
@C@C
:
1
2
_C = C :
1
2
_C ; (B.3.17)
where C(= CT) = 2
@S
@C
= 4
@2W
@C@C
is super-symmetric material tangent tensor of fourth order.
The material time derivative of the rst Piola-Kirchho stress is
_P =
@P
@F
: _F =
@
@F

@W
@F

: _F =
@2W
@F@F
: _F = A : _F ; (B.3.18)
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where A =
@P
@F
=
@2W
@F@F
denotes as elasticity tensor.
The Oldroyd and Jaumann rates of Kirchho stress tensor  (
def
= PFT) are given by
O
= _   l    lT; = _  w + w ; (B.3.19)
respectively. They have the relations

=
O
 +d + d.
The Oldroyd rate of  can be represented as a mapping of the symmetric rate deformation
tensor d
O
=
 
F
 FT : C :  FT 
 F : d = c : d ; (B.3.20)
where c denotes the spatial tangent tensor.
For incompressible constrained materials, (B.3.8), (B.3.9) and (B.3.10), we derive the con-
strained function  with respect to C
@
@C
=
@
@C
h
(detC)
1
3   1
i
=
h
(detC)
1
3
i
;C
=
@ (detC)
1
3
@ (detC)
@ (detC)
@C
=
1
3
(detC) 
2
3 detCC T =
1
3
(detC)
1
3 C T =
1
3
(detC)
1
3 C 1 ;
@2
@C@C
=
@
@C

@
@C

=
@
@C

1
3
(detC)
1
3 C 1

=
1
3

C 1 

(detC)
1
3

;C
+ (detC)
1
3
 
C 1

;C

=
1
3

1
3
(detC)
1
3 C 1 C 1   (detC) 13 C 1 
C 1

=
1
3
(detC)
1
3

1
3
C 1 C 1  C 1 
C 1

:
Then the material tangent tensor C for the incompressible constrained materials in (B.3.9) can
be given by
C = 4
@2W
@C@C
+ 2q
@2
@C@C
= 4
@2W
@C@C
+
2q
3
(detC)
1
3

1
3
C 1 C 1  C 1 
C 1

:
For nearly-incompressible materials (B.3.15) the material tangent tensor C is introduced as
C
def
= Ciso + Cvol :
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The isochoric material tangent tensor Ciso reads
Ciso = 2
@Siso
@C
= 2

J 
2
3P : S

;C
= 2
 
P : S
 J  23
;C
+ 2J 
2
3
 
P : S

;C
= 2
 
P : S
  1
3
J 
2
3C T

+ 2J 
2
3
 
P : S

;C
=  2
3
J 
2
3
 
P : S
C T + 2J  23  P : S
;C
=  2
3
J 
2
3

 1
3
C 1
 
C : S

+ S

C T
+ 2J 
2
3

 1
3
C 1   S+C : S;C+ 1
3
 
C : S

(C 1 
C 1) + S;C

=  2
3
J 
2
3

 1
3
 
C : S

C 1 C 1 + SC 1

  2
3
J 
2
3

C 1   S+C : S;C   C : S (C 1 
C 1)  3S;C
=
2
3
J 
2
3
 
C : S
1
3
C 1 C 1 +C 1 
C 1

  2
3
J 
2
3
 
SC 1 +C 1  S
  2
3
J 
2
3C 1   C : S;C+ 2J  23 S;C ;
where the derivation of J 
2
3 with respect to C is
@J 
2
3
@C
=
@J 
2
3
@J
@J
@C
=  2
3
J 
5
3
J
2
C T =  1
3
J 
2
3C T
and
P : S =

 1
3
C 1 C+ I

: S =  1
3
 
C 1 C : S+ I : S =  1
3
C 1
 
C : S

+ S ;
its derivation with respect to C is
(P : S);C =

 1
3
C 1
 
C : S

+ S

;C
=  1
3
C 1   C : S
;C
  1
3
 
C : S

(C 1);C + S;C
=  1
3
C 1   S : C;C +C : S;C  1
3
 
C : S

( C 1 
C 1) + S;C
=  1
3
C 1   S : I+C : S;C+ 1
3
 
C : S

(C 1 
C 1) + S;C
=  1
3
C 1   S+C : S;C+ 1
3
 
C : S

(C 1 
C 1) + S;C :
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The volumetric material tensor Cvol is obtained
Cvol = 2
@Svol
@C
= 2
 
JW 0volC
 1
;C
= 2
h
C 1  (JW 0vol);C + JW 0vol
 
C 1

;C
i
= 2

C 1   J;CW 0vol + JW 0vol;C+ JW 0vol(C 1);C
= 2

C 1  (J;CW 0vol + JW 00volJ;C)  JW 0vol(C 1 
C 1)

= 2

J
2
C 1 C T (W 0vol + JW 00vol)  JW 0vol(C 1 
C 1)

= J (W 0vol + JW
00
vol)C
 1 C 1   2JW 0vol(C 1 
C 1) :
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Appendix C
Appendix
C.1 Balance of mass in the current conguartion
The spatial velocity of species i(i 6= S) is dened as
vi =
mi
i
; i 6= S: (C.1.1)
where i and mi are mass density and mass ux of species i in current conguration, respec-
tively.
We can show that the material velocity and the spatial velocity are the same:
(C.1.7) ! FM i = Jmi (C.1.5)= 
i
0
i
mi ! V i = 1
i0
FM i =
mi
i
= vi: (C.1.2)
In the current conguration, B occupies the open region 
t  R3 whose boundary is @
t and
its outward normal vector is n. The density and the source of any species (i = S; F; N; B) are,
respectively, denoted by i(x; t) and i(x; t). The mass ux is denoted by mi(x; t).
The global form of the balance of mass in the current conguration is
d
dt
Z
mi
dmi =
d
dt
Z

t
idv =
Z

t
idv  
Z
@
t
mi  da :
By using the following Reynolds transport theorem for a general balanced quantity fgi,
d
dt
Z

t
fgidv =
Z

t

@
@t
fgi + div  fgi 
 v dv ; (C.1.3)
the left-hand side can be expressed as
d
dt
Z

t
idv =
Z

t

@i
@t
+ div
 
iv

dv :
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By using the divergence theorem, the right-hand side becomes
Z

t
idv  
Z
@
t
mi  da =
Z

t
idv  
Z

t
divmi dv =
Z

t
 
i   divmi dv :
By equating the both expressions
! @
i
@t
+ div
 
iv

= i   divmi ; 8i = S; F; N; B: 2 (C.1.4)
It can be also derived from the following Piola-transforms:
Z

0
i0dV =
Z

t
idv =
Z

0
iJdV ! i0 = Ji ; (C.1.5)Z

0
 idV =
Z

t
idv =
Z

0
iJdV !  i = Ji ; (C.1.6)Z
@
0
M i  dA =
Z
@
t
mi  da =
Z
@
0
mi  JF TdA =
Z
JF 1mi  dA
! M i = JF 1mi ; (C.1.7)
where dv = J dV and J = detF.
Applying these transforms to Eq. (3.2.5), we obtain
d (Ji)
dt
= Ji  Div  JF 1mi : (C.1.8)
The left-hand side of Eq. (C.1.8) reads
LHS =
dJ
dt
i + J
di
dt
= J div vi + J
di
dt
= J

div vi +
di
dt

= J

div vi +
@i
@t
+ grad i  v

= J

@i
@t
+ i div v + v  grad i

= J

@i
@t
+ div
 
iv

: (C.1.9)
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The second term of the right-hand sides is
Div
 
JF 1mi

= (JF 1)T : Gradmi +mi Div  JF 1T
= JF T : Gradmi +mi Div

J
 
FT
 1
= J

@X
@x
T
:
@mi
@X
+mi Div

J
1
detFT

adj
 
FT
T
= J
@mij
@xj
+mi Div

J
1
detF
adjF

= J divmi +mi Div (adjF)
= J divmi;
where
[Div (adjF)]j = (adjF)jA;A ; (C.1.10)
F =
24 F11 F12 F13F21 F22 F23
F31 F32 F33
35 ;
adjF =
24 F22F33   F23F32 F23F31   F21F33 F21F32   F31F22F13F32   F12F33 F11F33   F13F31 F12F31   F11F32
F12F23   F13F22 F21F13   F11F23 F11F22   F12F21
35 :
In case of j = 1, Eq. (C.1.10) becomes
(adjF)1A;A = (adjF)11;1 + (adjF)12;2 + (adjF)13;3
=(F22F33   F23F32);1 + (F23F31   F21F33);2 + (F21F32   F31F22);3
= F22;1F33 + F22F33;1   F23;1F32   F23F32;1
+ F23;2F31 + F23F31;2   F21;2F33   F21F33;2
+ F21;3F32 + F21F32;3   F31;3F22   F31F22;3
= F21;2F33 + F22F31;3   F23;1F32   F23F32;1
+ F22;3F31 + F23F32;1   F21;2F33   F21F33;2
+ F23;1F32 + F21F33;2   F31;3F22   F31F22;3
= 0 ;
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where FjA;B = (xj;A);B = (xj;B);A = FjB;A. In other cases (j = 2; 3), the same result can be
obtained in the same way, and it can be concluded that
[Div (adjF)]j = (adjF)jA;A = 0 for any j:
Therefore, the right-hand side of Eq. (C.1.8) is expressed by
RHS = J
 
i   divmi : (C.1.11)
By equating both expressions Eq. (C.1.9) and Eq. (C.1.11), the balance of mass in the current
conguration is obtained as Eq. (C.1.4):
! @
i
@t
+ div
 
iv

= i   divmi : 2
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